





The Little Town Hall is being moved off its existing foundation.
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$9.00 PER ANIMAL - CORNISH FLAT FIRE STATION
Please have dogs on a leash and cats in a carrier and bring a previous rabies certificate
• All Dogs over three months of age must be licensed by May 1".
• Legal rates: male and females - $9.00, neutered males $6.50, spayed females $6.50. Owner over
65, $2.00 for first dog, regular rates for additional dogs.
• State Law requires aD dogs to have rabies shots.
• Rabies certificates are required for licensing.
• Faflare to license makes owners liable for a $25.00 fine and a $1.00 penalty per month after
Jonel". It*sthelaw!!
• Owners are liable for fi-ee running dogs. If in doubt, check the State statues RSA:466. The
penalties are severe.
• TO PROPERTY OWNERS:
• The law provides that those who do not return their inventory forms by April 15* not only lose
their right to appeal their taxes but also are now subject to a fine of not less than $10.00 but up to
and not over $50.00.
TO THOSE BUILDING NEW OR MAKING CHANGES:
• The Town building code requires permits to construct or remodel any building. There are
exceptions. Check first with the Selectmen.
TO THOSE OPERATING IN OR NEARWETLAND ORWATERWAYS:
• RSA 438-A a Dredge & Fill application must be filed witii the Town Clerk before commencing
work. Fines can be assess for noncompliance.
Your cooperation in the above matter will save time and moneyforyou
And cut costs ofTown government.




AMBULANCE-RESCUE SQUAD - 675-2221
SELECTMEN - 675-5611
TOWN CLERK - 675-5207
TAX COLLECTOR - 675-5221
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Town Oerk - 3 years
Reigh Helen Sweetser(2004)
Paula Harthan , Deputy
Town Treasurer - 1 year
William Caterino
Brent B. Edgerton, Deputy
Moderator - 2 years (2004)
Peter H. Burling
Sdectmen - 3 years
Robert F. Maslan, Chairman (2004)
Larry Dingee (2005)
William Gallagher (2006)
Tax CoUector - 1 year
Reigh Helen Sweetser
Paula Harthan, Deputy
Sopervisors of Checldist - 6 years
Ruth G. Rollins (2006)
Leland E. Atwood (2008)
Robin Monette (2004)
Trustee of Trust Funds - 3 years
Willis Reed (2005)
Cynthia K. Wegner (2004)
Frank Parks (2006)









Highway Agent - 1 year
Thomas Spaulding
Sexton - 1 year
Albert F. Earle










Surveyor ofWood, Bark St Lumber - year
Gwyn Gallagher Reyer Jaarsma
Leo Maslan James Neil
Robin Waterman Fred Weld
Jim Fitch
Hog Reeves - 1 year
Will & Drewanne Reed
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Police Officers - by Selectmen
E. Douglas Hackett - Sargent
Corey Stevens
Crystal Dole
Librarian - by Trustees ofthe Library
Emily Cromwell
Fire Chief- by Selectmen - 3 years
Nathan Cass (2005)
Planning Board - by Selectmen - 3 years
Peter Storrs, Chairman (2006)









Zoning Board of Adjustment - by Moderator - 3
years
Caroline Storrs, Vice Chair/Clerk (2004)
Karim Chichakly, Chairman (2005)
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Conservation Commission - by Selectmen -
3 years
Herrika W. Poor, (2005)
Don Snowdon, Chairperson (2006)
Michael M. Yatesvich (2006)
William Gallagher, for Selectmen
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Solid Waste Representatives - by Selectmen -
3 years
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Capital Equipment Committee - by Selectmen
Larry Duval (Chairman) Larry Dingee
Don MacLeay Scott Baker
James Fitch Gerry Baillageron
Upper Valley Lake Snnapee Regional
Planning Commission - by Selectmen
J. Cheston Newbold
Gail McKenzie
Ct. River Resource Comm-Local River Subcommittee
- By Selectmen
Sue Fitch
Overseer of Covered Bridges - by Selectmen
Leo Maslan
Richard Thompson
Liaison to 911 Emergency Office - by Selectmen
Dale O'Connor
Emergency Management Civil Defense
Director - by Selectmen Robert Maslan
Spirit Committee - by Selectmen
Nancy Newbold Dale O'Connor





Health Officer - Virginia Prince
Forest Fire Warden - Nate Cass
Forest Fire Deputy Wardens
Dale Rook Leland Atwood
Scott Reuthe Robert Rice
Leo Maslan Bill Harthan
Jim Guy
BaDots Oerks - by respective parties - 2 years
Marion Stone® Alma Jacklin ®
Judy Rook (D) Sally Budlong (D)
River Commission - by Governor
J. Cheston Newbold
2004 WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Comish, in the County of Sullivan, in said State, qualified to vote in
tovvn affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the School Gymnasium in said Cornish on Tuesday, the 9™ of
March, at 10:00 of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1 of the Warrant will be acted upon at 10:00 a.m. Voting will be by official ballot and checklist,
and the polls will be open for this purpose and will remain open fiom 1 0:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m., at which time
the polls will close. The business portion ofTown Meeting will begin at 12:00 noon. Articles 2 through 20 will
be acted upon at that time.
Article 1 : To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Article 2: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 1 0,000 for the purpose
of site preparation and construction of a new office for the Police Department, at the Fire Station on Town
House Road and to apply toward the cost of the project all gifts and grants received in addition to said sum, and
to authorize the issuance of not more than $1 10,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of die
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33); to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotieite such bonds or
notes, to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize the
Selectmen to invest said monies; to authorize the Selectmen to take any other action or to pass any other vote
relative thereto. (The Selectmen recommend passage of this Article. Passage requires a two-thirds vote by
paper ballot.) Voting will take place for 3 hoars immediatdy foDowing tiie discussion of this article.
Article 3: To raise such sums ofmoney as may be necessary to defitiy Town charges for the
ensuing year and make appropriation of the same.
(a) Town Office 73,380
(b) Election, Registration, Vital Statistics 3,750
(c) Audit Town Books 5,000
(d) Revaluation of Property 5,000
(e) Legal Expenses 4,500
(f) Planning Board 1,500
(g) Zoning Board of Adjustment 550
(h) Building & Grounds 19,920
(i) Cemeteries and Perpetual Care 24,025
(j) Insurance (excluding medical) 30,000
(k) Regional Assoc (UVLSRPC) 1,595
0) Town Records Preservation 2,500
(m) Spirit Committee 1,000
(n) Police Department 47,023
(o) Rescue Squad 4,400
(p) Ambulance 16,463
(q) Fire Department 34,275
(r) Emergency Management 50
(s) Septage 2,500
(t) Transfer Station Tickets 8,000
(u) Recycling 6,750
(v) Hazardous Waste 750
(w) Health Services 8,830
(x) General Assistance 2,500
(y) Parks and Recreation....(CREA) 3,750
(z) Patriotic Purposes 600
(z 1
)
Conservation Commission Expenses 600
(z2) Interest-Tax Anticipation Notes 2,000
(z3) Public Library Fund 10,950
(z4) County Tax Necessary Amount
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 to be placed in
the Conservation Commission Fund. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passage of
this Article.)
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $35,000 to be placed in
the Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. (Submitted by flie Selectmen.) (The Selectmen
recommend passage of this Article.)
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 3,000 to be placed in
the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend
passage of this Article.)
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 to be placed in
the Police Department New Police Crmser Capital Reserve Fund. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The
Selectmen recommend passage of this Article.)
Article 8 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and sqjpropriate die simi of $ 1 0,000 to be placed in
tiie Appraisal Capital Reserve Fund. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passage of
this Article.)
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the siun of $2,000 to be placed in
the Library Capital Reserve Fund. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passage of this
Article.)
Article 10: To see if tiie Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in
the Town Bridge Capital Reserve Fund. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen reconamend passage of
tills Article.)
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $357,500 for the
maintenance of Class V Highways and Bridges, and snow removal from town buildings and school grounds.
The sum of $259,503 shall be raised by taxes for the maintenance of Class V Highways and Bridges (and
above-mentioned snow removal), and the balance of $97,997 to be received from the State as Hi^way Block
Grant Funds for special maintenance projects on Class V Highways and Bridges. (Submitted by the
Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passage of this Article.)
Article 12: To raise and impropriate the sum of $7,500 to purchase additional assessing and
secretarial services; and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw an amount not to exceed $7,500 from the
Appraisal Reserve Fund. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passeige of this article.)
Article 13: To raise and appropriate the sum of $85,000 for the purchase of a new Dump Truck for
the Highway Department and to authorize the withdrawal of up to $85,000 from the Highway Heavy Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund. Any fimds to be derived from the sale or trade-in of the Town's existing equipment are
to be used to offset the withdrawn amount (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passage
of this Article.)
Article 14: To raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to reprint "The History ofCornish" books.
(Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passage of this Article.)
Article 15: To raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to purchase a used truck for the Cemetery
department. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passage of this Article.)
Article 1 6: Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of Cornish, based
on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: For a person 65 year^ of age up to 75 years,
$30,000; for a person 75 years up to 80 years, $40,000; for a person 80 years ofage or older, $50,000. To
qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at
least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than $18,000 or, ifmarried, a
combined net income of less than $25,000; and own net assets not in excess of $40,000, excluding the value of
the person's residence. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The Selectmen recommend passage of this Article.)
Article 17: To see whether 4e Town will vote to deposit 100% ofthe revenues collected pursuant to
RSA 79-A (the Land Use Change Tax) in the Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA 36-A as authorized
by RSA 79-A:25a&b. (Submitted by the Selectmen) (The Selectmen recommend passage of diis Article).
Article 18: To see if the Town will allow the Board of Selectmen to accept a gift ofthe Trinity
Church and the approximately 3 acres it sits on which is the historic site of the Town Parade ground.
Article 19: To see ifthe Town will vote to authorize the prepayment oftaxes and to permit die Tax
Collector to accept prepayment of taxes as authorized under RSA 80:52a. (Submitted by the Selectmen.) (The
Selectmen recommend passage of this Article.)
Article 20: To hear reports of OflScers, Agents, Auditors, and Committees heretofore chosen, and
pass any vote in relation thereto.
Article 21 : To transact other business that may legally come before this meeting.















The minutes ofthe Cornish Town Meeting held Tuesday the 1 1* ofMarch 2003. Peter Burling,
Moderator for the Town of Cornish, opened the polls at 10:00 am to begin the voting session ofthe Cornish
Town Meeting. Moderator Burling noted that the Warrant was properly certified and that the Selectmen's
signatures were displayed on the end ofthe warrant. Moderator Burling then read the Town Warrant in its
entirety. Supervisors of the Checklists signed both checklist and were sworn in by Town Clerk, Reigh
Sweetser. The Ballot Clerks being Marion Stone, Alma Jacklin, Judy Rook and Sally Budlong were sworn in.
The business portion of the meeting began at 12:00 noon with a prayer lead by Reverend Dale Nicholas
followed by the Pledge of Allegiance to the flag.
Article 1 : to choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year. The results ofthe voting are as
follows:
Selectmen for 3 years: William Gallagher - 1 30 votes
Town Treasurer for 1 year; William F. Caterino - 1 59 votes
Sexton for 1 year: Albert F. Earle - 146 votes
Trustee ofTrust fimds for 3 years: Frank Parks- 150 votes
Library Trustee for 3 years: Bemice F. Johnson - 154 votes
Overseer of Welfere for 1 year: Connie Kousman- 158 votes
Highway Agent for 1 year: Thomas E. Spaulding - 150 votes
Tax Collector for 1 year: Reigh H. Sweetser - 159 votes
Article 2: To raise such sums ofmoney as may be necessary to defiay Town charges for the
ensuing year and make appropriation ofthe same.
(a) Town Office - Larry Dingee moved that the Town raise and appropriate $70,900. The
motion was seconded by Bill Gall^her and voted on in the afBrmative.
(b) Election, Registration and Vital Statistics - Helen Lovell moved that the Town raise and
appropriate $ 2,800. The motion was seconded by Nancy Newbold and voted on in die
affirmative.
(c) Audit Town Books- Will Reed moved that the Town raise and appropriate $4,500. The
motion was seconded by Bill Gallagher and voted on in the affirmative.
(d) Revaluation of Property- Fred Sullivan moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$5,000. The motion was seconded by Larry Dingee and voted on in the affirmative.
(e) Legal Expenses- Aime Hier moved that the Town raise and sqjpropriate $4,500. The
motion was seconded by Polly Rand and voted on in the affirmative.
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(f) PlanningBoard-LarryDingee moved that the Town raise and appropriate $1,500. The
motion was seconded by Anne Hier and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(g) Zoning Board ofAdjustment- Bill Gallagher moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$500. The motion was seconded by Polly Rand and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(h) Building & Grounds- Bob Maslan moved that the Town raise and appropriate $18,400.
The motion was seconded by Will Reed and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(i) Cemeteries and Perpetual Care- Bill Gallagher moved that the Town raise and
appropriate $22,285. The motion was seconded by Dale Nicholas and voted on in the
aflBrmative.
(j) Insurance (excluding medical)- Jan Lord moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$30,000. The motion was seconded by Bill Caterino and voted on in the aflBrmative.
Larry Dingee responded to a request made at last years Town Meeting from Reigh
Sweetser to see ifthe Town would pay a portion ofher medical insurance. The
Selectmen along with the Finance Committee felt that is would not be reasonable to offer
medical insurance to part-time empbyees. Reigh Sweetser then eiqilained that the
medical insurance was meant to be a way of sonffi pay increase, as the Town Clerk's
salary of $1 100 had not increased since 1989. Troy Simino moved that a raise be given
to the Town Clerk this year. The motion was seconded by Polly Rand and voted on in
the aflBrmative.
(k) Regional Assoc (UVLSRPC)- Narwy Newbold moved that the Town raise and
appropriate $1,595. The motion was seconded by Anne Hier and voted on in the
aflBrmative.
(I) Town Records Preservation- Helen Lovell moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$2,500. The motion was seconded by Bill Gallagher and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(m) Spirit Committee- Larry Dingee moved that the Town raise and appropriate $ 1 ,000. The
motion was seconded by Bob Maslan and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(n) Police Department- Will Reed moved that the Town raise and appropriate $45,746. The
motion was seconded by Dale Nicholas and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(o) Rescue Squad- Larry Dingee moved that the Town raise and appropriate $4,400. The
motion was seconded by Bob Maslan and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(p) AmbulaiKS - Bob Maslan moved that the Town raise and appropriate $15,133. The
motion was seconded by Helen Lovell and voted on in the afiSrmative.
(q) Fire Department - Dale Rook moved that the Town raise and i^jpropriate $28,875. The
motion was seconded by Stuart Hodgeman and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(r) Emergency Management- Fred Sullivan moved that the Town raise and appropriate $50.
The motion was seconded by Helen Lovell and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(s) Septage - Stuart Hodgeman moved that the Town raise and appropriate $2,500. The
motion was seconded by Bemice Johnson and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(t) Transfer Station Tickets- Bill Caterino moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$8,000. The motion was seconded Bob Maslan and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(u) Recycling- Bill Gallagher moved that the Town raise and appropriate $5,250. The
motion was seconded by Don Snowden and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(v) Hazardous Waste- Larry Dingee moved that the Town raise and appropriate $750. The
motion was seconded by Anne Hier and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(w) Health Services- Dale Nicholas moved that the Town raise and appropriate $8,830. The
motion was seconded by Doug Hackett and voted on in the aflBrmative.
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(x) General Assistance- Don Snowden moved that the Town raise and appropriate $2,500.
The motion was seconded Fred Sullivan and voted on in the afBrmative.
(y) Parks and Recreation- Bill Caterino moved that the Town raise and appropriate $3,750.
The motion was seconded by Don Snowden and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(z) Patriotic Purposes- Bob Maslan moved that the Town raise and appropriate $ 1 ,000. The
motion was seconded by Bill Caterino and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(Zl ) Conservation Commission Expenses- Bill Gallagher moved that the Town raise and
appropriate $600. The motion was seconded Don Snowden and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(Z2) Interest-Tax Anticipation Notes- Bill Caterino moved that the Town raise and
appropriate $2,000. The motion was seconded by Bill Gallagher and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(Z3) Public Library Fund- Stuart Hodgeman moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$10,488. The motion was seconded by Bemice Johnson and voted on in the aflBrmative.
(Z4) County Tax- Bill Gallagher moved that the Town raise and appropriate the necessary
amount. The motion was seconded by Bob Maslan and voted on in^ afBrmative.
Article 3 : - Larry Dingee moved that the Town raise and appropriate $3,000 to be placed in the
Conservation Commission Fund. The motion was seconded Polly Rand and voted on in the aflBirmative.
Article 4: - Larry Dingee moved that the Town raise and appropriate $35,000 to be placed in the
Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The motion was seconded by Tom Spaulding and voted on
in the affirmative.
Article 5: - Dale Rook moved that the Town raise and appropriate $13,000 to be placed in the Fire
Department Capital Reserve Fund. The motion was seconded Tom Spaulding and voted on in the affirmative.
Article 6: - Doug Hackett moved that the Town raise and appropriate $4,000 to be placed in the
Police Department New Police Cruiser Coital Reserve Fund. The motion was seconded by Mike Monette and
voted on in the aflBrmative.
Article 7: - Fred Sullivan moved that the Town raise and appropriate $10,000 to be placed in the
Appraisal Capital Reserve Fund. The motion was seconded by Dale Rook and voted on in the aflBrmative.
Article 8: - Bemice Johnson moved that the Town raise and appropriate $2,000 to be placed in the
Library Capital Reserve Fund. The motion was seconded by Nancy Newbold and voted on in the aflBrmative.
Article 9; - Ruth Rollins moved that the Town raise and appropriate $10,000 to be placed in the
Town Bridge Capital Reserve Fund. The motion was seconded by Dale Nicholas and voted on in the
aflBrmative.
Article 10: - Tom Spaulding moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of$352,300 for the
maintenance of Class V Highways and Bridges, and snow removal from town buildings and school grounds.
The sum of $254,418 shall be raised by taxes for the maintenance of Class V Highways and Bridges (and
above-mentioned snow removal), and the balance of $97,882 to be received from the State as Highway Block
Grant Funds for special maintenance projects on Class V Highways and Bridges. The motion was seconded by
Caroline Storrs and voted on in the aflBrmative.
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Article 11: - Bob Maslan moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500 to purchase
additional assessing services and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw an amount not to exceed $7,500 from
the Appraisal Reserve Fund. The motion was seconded by Helen Lovell and voted on in the aflSrmative.
Article 12: - Bill Caterino moved to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum
of $2,500 to make in^jrovements in the Town Forest and to authorize the expenditures of gifts, grants or
proceeds ofa timber harvest for this purpose. No part ofthis appropriation will codk from tax dollars. The
motion was seconded by Helen Lovell and voted on in the afBrmative.
Article 13: - Bob Maslan moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 5,000 to replace
the WWn Veterans Memorial that need replacement in Cornish Flat and to allow the Selectmen to receive and
expend any donations received for this purpose. The motion was seconded by Bill Gallagher and voted on in
the afBrmative.
Article 14: - Bill Gallagher moved that the Town raise and ^propriate $15,000 to repair the sills and
construct a new foimdation on the building know as the Little Town Hall. Sally Wellborn seconded the motion.
Larry Dingee made a motion to amend "To raise and appropriate the sum of$15,000 to repair the alls and
construct a new foundation on the building known as the Little Town Hall and to authorize the Selectmen to
e}q)end and accept gifts, grants and donations that are received". The motion was seconded by Will Reed and
voted on in the afBrmative.
Article 15: - Larry Dingee moved that the Town raise and appropriate $9,500 for heating upgrades
and repairs for the Town Hall and Town OfBce. The motion was seconded by Bob Maslan and voted on in the
a£Bnnative.
Article 16: - Dale Nicholas moved that the Town raise and appropriate $42,000 for the purchase ofa
picki^ with plow equqanent for the Highway Dq)artnient and to authorize the withdrawal ofup to $42,000
from the Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. Any fonds derived from the sale or trade-in ofthe
Town's existing equipment is to be used to oflfeet the withdrawn amount The motion was seconded by Larty
Dingee and voted on in the afBrmative.
Article 17: - Peter Storrs moved that the Town raise and appropriate $5,000 for the use by the
Planning Board to coiiq>lete the iq)date ofthe Town's Master Plan, The Motion was seconded by Anne Hier
and voted on in the afBrmative.
Article 18: Jan Lord moved to authorize the Selectmen to appoint a committee ofno more then five
people to investigate the options available for the Town to be able to provide housing for our senior citizens,
and to report back at next year's Town meeting. The motion was seconded by Lois Fitts and voted on in the
a£Brmative.
Article 19: - Bill Gallagher moved the Town vote to authorize the prepayment oftaxes and to permit
the Tax Collector to accept prepayment oftaxes as authorized under RSA 80:52a. The motion was seconded by
Dale Nicholas and voted on in the afBrmative.
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Article 20: Bill Gallagher moved to hear and accept the reports of OflBcers, Agents, Auditors, and
Committees heretofore chosen, and pass any vote in relation thereto. The motion was seconded by Don
Snowden and voted on in the afGrmative.
Resolution: Don Snowden moved to see ifthe Town would vote to approve the following resolution:
Whereas, New Hampshire residents pay the 12* highest cost of insurance in the country; and
Whereas, the cost of health insurance premiums for &milies has increased by 45% over the past
three years; and
Whereas, 100,000 New Hampshire residents have no health coverage and 77% ofthem have a
fiiU-time worker at home; and
Whereas, due to these rising costs almost halfofNew Hampshire's small business cannot a£ford
health coverage for their en^loyees, therefore to be resolved
That we, the citizens ofCXDRNISH, New Hampshire, call on our elected ofiBcials fiom all levels
ofgovernment, and those seeking office, to work with consumers, businesses, and health care
providers to ensure that:
• Everyone, including the self-enployed, unenqiioyed, underinsured, and small business
owners has access to an a£Fordable basic health plan similar to what federal employees
receive;
• Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the state, local and federal government
makes a responsible and £ur contribution to finance the health care system;
• Everyone receives high quality care that is cost efficient and medically effective; and
• That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care. (This resolution is
non-binding and represents no fiscal intact). The motion was seconded by Terry Scott
and voted on in the affirmative.
Article 21: To transact other business that may legally come before this meeting.
<jar Hier gave the annual Conservationi^mmission awanhto Ginny Prince and the Town Forest
Committee.
Buz Lord asked ifthe land transfer in the upper parking lot fi-om the School to liie Town had
been completed. Selectman, Larry Dingee, stated that it had been recorded and that Oakhill Tree and
Landscaping will begin cutting the trees and chipping.
Peter Burling stated that there had not been a Representative Report because things are changing
quickly and there have been changes since December 3 1^ The legislature is just staring its process and the
earliest the budget will be available is Aipri 14* or it could go until September. As ofnow there is a 240
million dollar short&lL
Buz Lord stated that the coital reserve fimds work well and made a motion to have the
Selectmen create a fimd for the care and repair ofTown buildings. The findings of this report should be
reported at 2004 Town Meeting. The motion was seconded by Laura White and voted on in the affirmative.
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Paul Queneau stated that he would like to have a 2% State Income Tax so all children could
receive an adequate education. Selectmen, Lany Dingee suggested he put together an article with 25 signatures
for a warrant article for 2004.
Anne Hier thanked Janice Orion and Nancy Wightman for our local newspaper, "Consider This".
Polly Rand thanked Nancy Newbold and Dale O'Connor for our Cornish Telephone Book.
Reverend Dale Nicholas drew the winning ticket for 2 quilts make by the Ladies Fire Auxiliary.
Clark Rockerfeller won the Lap Quilt and Nancy Newbold won the fiill quilt.
Doug Hackett moved to have a 5-person committee formed to study space for the Police
Department. Hie motion was seconded by Cory Stevens and voted on in the afBrmative.
Kay Wegn^ made a motion for the Selectmen to form a Current Use/Tax Assessment Review
Committee composed ofthose with current use taxed land, those without as well as other interested parties. The
fillings ofthis review sboukl be reported at a public meeting or no later than the Town Meeting 2004. The
motion was seconded by Steve Wright and voted on in the affirmative.
Nomination were taken from tte floor for Fence Viewers: Jesse Tyler, Alan Penfold, Kay &
Gary Wegner, Leo Maslan, Fred Sullivan, Kay Kibbie, Jack Rock and Clark Rockerfeller.
Nominations for Surveyors ofWood, Bark & Lumba* wctc: Jim Fitch, Gwyn Gallagher, ReyCT
Jaarsma, Robin Waterman, James Neil, Fred Weld arai Leo Maslan.
Nomination for Hog Reeves were: Will& Drewanne Reed, Gwyn& Heather Gallagher, Dave
and Sonya Fielder, Mike and HoVy Boutilier and Gar Hier and Caroline Cole.
Bob Maslan moved to dose tite meeting at 3:40 pia The motion was seconded by BiD GallagjKr






Town of Cornish, NH
Statement of Revenues
2003 2003 2003 2004 Estimate
Estimate Actual Over(Under) Proposed Over(Under)
TAXES
Land Use Ctiange Taxes
Yield Taxes
Paymt in Lieu of Taxes
Interest & Penalty on Taxes
Excavation Tax
UCENSES. PERMITS AND FEES
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Building Permits
Dog Licenses and Fines
Other Permits and Fees















Transfer Station Ticket Sales
MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES
Sale of Town Property
Insurance Dividends





Trust & Special Revenue
Capital Resen/e Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proceeds from long-term bonds
Use of Fund Balance
GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET
Town of Cornish
ASSETS
Cash & Short Term Investments
Petty Cash
Uncollected Property Taxes
Uncollected Land Use Taxes
Uncollected Yield Taxes
Unredeemed Taxes





Statement ofAppropriations and Expenditures
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2004 BUDGET
Statement ofAppropriations and Expenditures
Town of Cornish, NH
DEBT SERVICE





4 Highway Capital Res Fund
5 Fire Capital Reserve Fund
6 Police Capital Res Fund
7 Appraisal Reserve Fund
8 Library Capital Reserve











Little Town Hall 03-14
Heating Repairs 03-15
Pickup 03-16










1 7 New Police Dept. Building 04-1
7
Total Capital & Other
Encumberances carried over
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2004 BUDGET
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2004 BUDGET
Statement of Department Appropriations and Expenditures
Town of Cornish, NH
2004 BUDGET
Statement of Department Appropriations and Expenditures
Town of Cornish, NH

2004 BUDGET
Statement of Department Appropriations and Expenditures
Town of Cornisti, NH
2004 BUDGET
Statement of Department Appropriations and Expenditures











UNCOLLECTED TAXES-START OF YEAR
PROPERTY TAXES
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
DECEMBER 31 , 2003
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS




INTEREST COLLECTED 1,016.02 3,712.15 4.038.09
TOTAL LIEN DEBITS 60.716.81 40,939.32 19^5.89
COLLECTED DURING THE FISCAL YEAR
REDEMPTIONS













I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE ACCOUNTING IS CORRECT TO THE BEST





Town of Cornish, NH
2004E 2003 2002
Total Town Appropriations
Add: Allowance for Refunds & Abatements
War Service Credits
Deduct: Non-Property Tax Town Revenues
State Shared Revenues
Town Taxes To Be Raised
School Tax Assessment
Less: State Shared Revenues
State Educations Taxes)
School Taxes To Be Raised
State Education Tax To Be Raised
969.161
TREASURER'S REPORT
TOWN OF CORNISH, NEW HAMPSHIRE


























FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 2003
MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS $255,307.50
DOG LICENSES/ANIMAL CONTROL 2,571.00
DOG PENALTIES & FINES 375.00
MARRIAGE LICENSES ISSUED 405.00
TRANSFER STATION TICKETS 6,160.00
MISC. (COPIES, LABELS, CHECKLISTS) 450.52
FILING FEES FOR TITLES 894.00
UCC/WETLANDS FEES 670.00
FISH & GAME LICENSES 1,799.50
VITAL STATISTICS 464.00
TOTAL MONEY REMITTED TO THE TREASURER $269,096.52
This is the first year that there was not a substantial increase in money
received in the Town Clerk's office. In the past ten years the smallest
increase fi-om the previous year was $13,000 and the highest increase
was $28,287. The decrease from last year's income was $5824.











SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31 , 2003
Description
Town Hall, Lands and Building $145,000
Furniture and Equipment 5,000
Library, Land and Building 180,000
Furniture and Equipment 220,000
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 146,900
Equipment 265.000
Highway Department, Lands and Building 200,000
Equipment 506,000
Materials and Supplies 19,000
Selectmen's Old Office 68,000
New Town Office, Land and Building 180.000
Furniture and Equipment 64,850
Meeting House, Flat, Land and Buildings 175,100
CREA Land and Buildings 1 57,550
School Land and Buildings 1,465,250
Contents 171,400
All Lands & Buildings acquired through Tax
Collector's Deeds, and Other:
Weld Park 5,000
Hodgdon Lot 5,900
Woodlot on Skyline Drive 24. 1 50
ButmanLot 13,250
Recycling Center 37,450
Cemeteries, Vault Hearse House 5,000
Fire Pond , School Street 1 , 1 50
Jackson Road Gravel Pit 9,300
Fire Pond, Town House Road 2,500
Map 6, Lot 1 02 (.4 acre) 3,900
Map 1 2, Lot 39 (7 acres) 8,250
Map 7, Lot 86 (3 acres) 26,700
Map 7, Lot 65B (9.1 acres) 21 ,950
Map 6, Lot 3A (5 acres) 58,950
Bridge Parking Lot, Rte 1 2A 1 2,500
Town Forest Map 5, Lot 6 (270 acres) 1 66, 1 00





193 North Main Street
Concord, NH 03301
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Cornish
Cornish, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Cornish, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2002. The general purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility
is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United State of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are
free of material misstatements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general
fixed assets account group which should be included in order to conform with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. As in the case with most
municipal entities in the State ofNew Hampshire, the Town of Cornish has not
maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded
in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
hi our opinion except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described
in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Cornish as of
December 3 1 , 2002, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its
nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with accounting







It has been another busy year for our town office. We are now budgeting for a 32 hour
work week for our secretary and at that there seems to be things that there is still not
enough time for. We issued 47 building permits which included 6 new homes and we
work hard to assure zoning compliance with all.
We are closing in on April and our first DRA certification of our assessing methods and
values of property. Thanks to all of you that replied to any information we requested. It
is begiiming to look as though we will need to update our values again within the next 5-
6 years.
A new technique for managing storm-watch runoff was implemented in the project
concerning runoff from the school parking lot The runoff was directed to a settling basin
rather than directly into the wildlife fire pond next to the fire station, thus containing any
pollution from the parking lot. The project was a result ofplanning among school, town,
and state officials.
Woric is going ahead with the new sills, floor, and foundation for the Little Town Hall
and that first phase of the restoration should be done this summer.
The second Veterans memorial monument honoring Cornish veterans from World War II
was in place in time for Memorial Day.
In the town office we have updated our fund accounting, tax billing, and property
assessing software which has helped lessen the workload for those tasks.
The selectmen responded to a floor vote at last year's meeting by increasing the Town
Clerk's annual stipend by $400. However, we continue to struggle with determining a
fair and appropriate wage for the combined jobs ofTown Clerk and Tax Collector
because that combined job continues to be somewhere around 950 hours per year with an
aimual wage averaged at $20,902 for the last 3 years. At some point it may make sense
to abandon the present system of a fee based salary, and give a straight hourly wage
which would be easier to figure in an annual cost of living increase.
As always we need to thank everyone who serves the Town on a volunteer basis, because






It was a very busy year for us. Besides mowing and landscaping much of our time was
spent straightening and repairing stones that had fallen in disrepair. There are still many
headstones that are in need of attention and we will attempt to repair as meiny as we can
in each cemetery.
I would like to thank the Highway Dept. for bringing in loam for us and the use of the
loader this past summer. The loam was used to fill in where the ground had settled and to
level the areas around the grave sites. This too is an ongoing project.
The equipment shed in Child's cemetery was painted and a new roofwas put on.
At this time I would like to remind you ofthe rules and regulations for the cemeteries.
• You are allowed no more then 2 plants or bushes per site and they should be not
be allowed to grown more then 3 feet high.
• All plantings must be kept trimmed and not allowed to grow over the headstone.
• No fences or flower gardens are allowed.
I would like to thank my co-workers, George Abbott and John Rawson, for all of their
help and hard work. It is a pleasure to work with you both.
Sincerely,
Albert F. Earle, Sexton
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COMMUNITY ALLIANCE OF HUMAN SERVICES
2003 Report
The Community Alliance would like to thank the Town of Cornish for £ill of its support
throughout the years.
We have served one Cornish youth through our Sullivan County Youth Court Diversion
Program. The Diversion Program jillows youth to learn from their offense through a
contract which consists of community service, apology letters, and research papers, tours
of the Correctional Facility, teen groups, and referrals to outside resources.
We are going to be working with the local police departments such as the Cornish Police
Dept. on a diversion phase 2 program. This program will be geared toward more serious
offense. The program will require the youth to have at least some of the following
requirements on their contracts: an evaluation through the counseling center, counseling
services, community service hours, curfews, drug screenings, and reports from the
schools as to how the youth is doing.
Prior to January 2003, we were offering the STARD Program (Students Talking About
Responsible Decisions) during the after school hours. This program focuses on a number
of topics that adolescents are confronted with from substance use, conflict resolution,
peer pressure, tobacco, self-esteem, and the juvenile justice system. Beginning in
January of 2003, we offered the STARD Program during the school day.
The Child Health Support Program is one of our newest programs. This program works
with families on communication skills, parenting strategies, budgeting skills, disciplinary
techniques, and assists with any child development questions they may have. Child
Health Support Aides work with families to develop and maintain family support systems
and enhance and encourage parental coping and nurturing skills.
Our Tobacco Options Program allows agencies to refer youth to complete community
service hours or to participate in the Tobacco Program. The Tobacco Program allows the
youth to view videos and to participate within a tobacco curriculum and discussion. The
youth may also receive both the community service hours and the tobacco program
combined.
We continue to offer information and assistance through the Resource Center. The
Center is available to the public and offers a variety of materials from parenting to
tobacco education.








The Conservation Commission has been involved in many projects during 2003 and most will continue
on into 2004 and years to come. The main emphasis is toward maintaining open space and the rural
character of Cornish through land preservation and education. We are working in conjunction with Tlie
Society for the Protection ofNew Hampshire Forests and the Upper Valley Land Trust to protect land
through conservation easements and purchase.
The Conservation Award of 2003 went to the Town Forest Committee: Ginny Prince, Chair; Jim Fitch,
Dale O'Connor, Gar Hier and Bill Gallagher for their excellent work in developing and implementing the
town forest management plan. The committee has created a very informative display which hangs on the
conservation board in town offices for all to see. To expand on this great start the commission is seeking
ways and resources to enlarge the forest by including adjacent parcels of land through purchase and
conservation easements with possible growth to 500 acres. This is valuable wildlife habitat and
recreational land with some of the most scenic vistas in our town.
In the area of education the Commission has assisted in sponsoring two programs in the Cornish
Elementary School. Cornish RiverDay, led by Sue Fitch, focuses on habitat and history surrounding the
Connecticut River watershed. On alternate years grades K-4 studies on the CREA property and 6 and 7
canoe on the river holding study sessions at various stops along the way. E.L.F., Environmental Learning
for the Future is a VINS, Vermont Institute ofNatural Science, program for grades K through 4 which
runs throughout the year, led by Linda Fuerst and Molly Young, giving the students an understanding of
the natural world in which we live. And Green-up Day, led by Nancy Newbold is a yearly event to
educate us all while cleaning up our "everyday" environment. Thanks to all the groups and individuals
who help and special thanks to Pat Pinkson-Burke for providing the bags and to Tom Spaulding and his
road crew for handling all the full bags of debris.
The Commission is also sponsoring a hydrological study which combines education and developing tools
for understanding drinking water issues to guide future development of Cornish. The study is being
conducted by Kimball Union Academy environmental education students and assisted by VINS, Vermont
Institute of Natural Science. Melissa Henrichon, the leader and teacher at KUA, is directing her students
with the focus on the drinking water issues in the Cornish Flat area. Mary Beth Heiskell acting as town
liaison, Nora Kells Gordon as moderator, and KUA students opened the study with a community forum at
the Park Grange to explain its intent and to gather information from town residents. KUA students also
attended the Farmers Market to gather information about wells in the area both past and present. The
study will proceed for several months throughout the school year and will result in identification and
mapping of drinking water sources, points of known or potential contamination and possible issues
involving further development of the area. Leo Maslan has recently taken over the task as town liaison
and consults regularly with the Commission.
We also continue to work with DES, the Department of Environmental Services, to monitor Dredge and
Fill Permit Applications. And we monitor properties with conservation easements to assure their open
space status. Conserving Cornish natural resources is of the utmost importance for us all.
Don Snowden, Chair Mary Beth Heiskell
Rickey Poor, Vice Chair Gabe Zoerheide
Betty Miller, Secretary Mariet Jaarsma
Bill Gallagher, Selectman Nancy Newbold
Mike Yatsevitch
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CONNECTICUT RIVER JOINT COMMISSIONS
ANNUAL REPORT 2003
This year the Connecticut River Joint Commissions have looked at issues as wide-
ranging as the status of municipal wastewater treatment plants in the watershed to the
hazards of development on the varved clays left by glacial Lake Hitchcock. Appointed
by the legislatures ofNew Hampshire and Vermont to guide growth and development in
the watershed, the DRJC are advisory and have no regulatory powers, preferring instead
to ensure greater public involvement in decisions that affect the river and its valley.
In 2003, the Commissions completed a major riverbank restoration demonstration project
at the Fort at No. 4 in Charlestown, which protected both a key Contact Period
archeological site at the effort and a population of federally endangered mussels offshore.
We continue to work to bring the attention of federal and state agencies to the
Connecticut River Corridor Management Plan, to give local people new influence in the
decisions of their government when it comes to their river. Our five local river
subconmiittees are an active voice for river issues in their regions.
With the support of the four US Senators from NH and VT, the Commissions were able
to provide $85,000 in Partnership Program grants for locally-inspired projects, including
grants for a major conference on storm water management, equipment for citizen water
quality monitoring on the Cold River in NH, a bi-state Milk Marketing Study Group,
several historic restoration projects, and the Connecticut River Birding Trail.
CRJC supports efforts to safeguard natural, agricultural, and historic assets of the valley,
and are working with businesses and the states to strengthen the local base for tourism
through visitor centers in ten "waypoint communities" along the Connecticut River
Byway. This year we worked to provide signage for each of them, and provided staffand
coordination for the Byway effort. Visit the Byway at www.crrivertravel.net We
welcome the public to our meetings on the last Monday of each month. Visit our web
site, at www.cric.org for a calendar of meetings, useful information and links, and our
newsletter. River Valley News.
J. Cheston Newbold, Chair




Early in the spring the Committee began to plan a "Bam Day" gathering to provide an
opportunity for townspeople to come and visit the Elmhurst Bam so that they might appreciate
its large interior and its many potential uses. The lovely farmland setting inspired us to invite
their animals as well. Saturday, July 5* was the date chosen since it was the 91^* anniversary of
the Barn's Dedication celebration held in 1912. With the help ofmany volunteers in the
community, including the local Boy Scout Troop, we were able to put together a very enjoyable
program with indoor/outdoor exhibits, horses and buggies, a variety of other animals, plus
talented local musicians and entertainers. Steve Taylor, NH Commissioner of Agriculture was
our guest and spoke on the importance of saving old historic bams. It was a very successful day
with about 120 people attending, many ofwhom offered suggestions for the barn's future uses.
We plan to have another Bam Day on Saturday July 3, 2004 and hope many more people will
join us!
Our third raffle for the bam was made possible this past year by a generous donation of a large
tufted handmade rug fix)m Claire Murray of Ascutney, VT. The winning ticket was drawn on
November 1 5* at our Bam Benefit Square Dance and the winner was Braxton Tissot, grandson
ofNancy and Chet Newbold. Don MacLeay and the Country Express band played for the dance
which was much enjoyed by the crowd of 85 or more people. We plan to have more dances in
2004 beginning in the spring! Don't forget to check Consider This and school e-mail.
The raffle and dance generated $1947 to add to our funds. Additionally in June we were
awarded a grant of $3000 from the Mascoma Savings Bank Foundation. Their accompanying
letter was complimentary regarding our project, and we are allowed to apply again in two years
for another grant.
Currently we are excited to announce that a Cornish resident has pledged a $10,000 donation
"with the hope that a number of others in town might make substantial donations as well"! With
this $10,000 addition to the Bam Fund, our overall total raised is $28,047, for a net amount of
$26,500 after expenses. It brings us to a new level, within reach of our goal of $40,000 for the
vital first phase of restoration which includes site work, foundation, bottom sills and structural
strengthening.
We have had contributions other than money this year, also. In the summer the Committee was
very pleased to receive a contribution of logs for the bam from Reyer Jaarsma. They were
milled by Jim Fitch for cribbing and later cut into lengths and stacked by volunteers - Davey
Davis, Doug Freeland, Jim Fitch, Jay Young, Jackson Yung, Cheston Newbold, Bill Gallagher,
and Don Snowden. Many thanks. We are most appreciative.
Another gift was received from Nancy Wightman who created a beautiful block print of the
Ehnhurst Bam for our use. Colleen O'Neill has used it to make cards/notepaper which is
available for sale.
We are pleased with the increasing number of volunteers plus enthusiasm this past year, whether
cleaning out the bam, making cookies, or helping with our various activities. Thanks.
The CREA Bam Committee
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CORNISH FAIR ASSOCIATION
The Cornish Fair Officers and Directors again wish to thank the many dedicated volunteers and
sponsors, whose support, help, and contributions make it possible to continue working as a team
to sustain and provide this successful three-day Cornish community event. We remain steadfast
and committed in our efforts to continue the tradition of providing an activity of education and
recreation for the community, educational scholarships, and promoting an interest in agriculture
and the arts and crafts.
With that said, "many hands make light work" and the Directors are always looking for
additional help. If you are interested in being a volunteer, please contact any one of the Officers
or Directors listed below. We can use volunteers to perform short-term tasks before, during, or
after the August Fair dates themselves. Just let us know where your specific interests lie. In
addition, if you find that your passion fits with our Cornish Fair mission or you feel you'd lend
fi-esh eyes to a time-honored tradition which helps define our community and set it apart, we'd
love to have you consider joining us as a Cornish Fair Director. We'll even let you wear one of
thosejazzy yellow shirts! Please sf>eak to us!
In 2003, an area was bulldozed and pine trees removed for an historically authentic Blacksmith
Museum to be built, located between the pulling ring and sand pit area where the horse/ox pullers
park during the pulls. Several local craftsmen, tradesmen, and other interested members from the
community worked on this long-range project. We expect the project to take another two years
and we plan to demonstrate many of the building phases as the project progresses (such as
sawing the lumber from logs and constructing a timber frame), during the Cornish Fair. Instead
of constructing a modem structure overnight, we wish to share with children and city folk some
of the methods, materials, and trades from long ago. Come this year, and watch our "work-in-
progress"!
The 2003 Cornish Fair attendees were spooked on Saturday by storm warnings which did hit the
surrounding communities, but never materialized in Cornish, affecting the numbers, and
likewise, the proceeds. Other than that, Fair-goers had a great time.
This year we are excited to be involved in a new venture. We have acquired a "Free" Bam,
courtesy of the Edsons which we will be dismantling and re-assembling on the Fairgrounds. It
will initially be used for storage and, perhaps later, for exhibit space. Stay tuned. We may be
staging an old-fashioned Barn-Raising and requesting your help. We have budgeted $6000 for
site prep and set-up repairs, plus an additional $1,200 for electrical expenses.
Once again, many community non-profit organizations were paid directly by the Fmr for services
they performed for the Fair. We are proud to be able to act as the vehicle through which many













































Once again I wish to thank the members of the Comish Fire Department for their support
and devotion to duty, Comish is very lucky to have the fmest group of volunteers
anywhere. It's an honor to be their Chief. I also thank the townspeople for their support
to the Fire Department and remind everyone to check their smoke detectors.
We answered 94 calls last year.
Structure fire - 1
Accidents - 18
Public Assist - 4
Fire alarms - 1
1
Propane Leak - 1
Misc Calls - 28
Utility Problems - 5
Mutual Aid - 15
Chimney Problems - 5
Illegal Bums - 5
Bmsh Fires - 2
In addition to answering 94 calls, attending training, and meetings, the Comish Fire
Department presented the Town (using money from Town funds as well as donations and
bingo) with a brand new Ford 550 mini pumper. Value $85,000 = $20,000 of this was a




The Fire Department's newest acquisition
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State ofNew Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wildland
fires in New Hampshire. To help us aissist you, contact your local Forest Fire Warden or
Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning.
Fire permits are mandatory for any open burning unless the ground where burning is to
be done (and surrounding areas) is completely covered with snow. Violations ofRSA
227-L: 1 7, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State ofNew Hampshire
are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are
also liable for all fire suppression costs
A NEW LAW EFFECTIVE January 1, 2003 prohibits residential trash burning (RSA
1 25-N). Contact New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services at (800)
498-6868 or w^^w.des.state.nh.us for more information.
Help us to protect you and our forest resources. Most New Hampshire wildfires are
human caused. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green
space around the house and make sure that the house number is correct and visible.
Contact your local fire Department or the New Hampshire Division of forests and Lands
website at w^Av.nhdtl.com or call 271-2217 for wildland fire safety information.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRES
2003 FIRE STATISTICS
(Ali fires reported through November 3, 2003)
TOTALS BY COUNTY
Report of Current Use/Tax Assessment Review Committee
The Review Committee was established following the 2003 Town Meeting in response to
concern about land evaluation and taxation in connection with RSA79-A, Current Use Laws,
primarily focusing on what seemed to be increases in land values following the 2002 assessment
update, which in most cases was a result of the view value now being included. And given the
task to reporting back no later than Town Meeting 2004.
The Committee met five times and considered a set of issues surrounding the intent and
application of Current Use as seen regarding the residential house site. One of the meetings was
held with the Town's professional assessor from Avitar Associates. The following is the
outcome of these meetings:
"k
The Committee was in agreement that the Current Use program in general is beneficial
for the state.
The implementation of the Current Use law in our town is in accordance with RSA79A
guidelines.
it
The home site size and value were determined by the town's assessors and not the land
owner. In the application process it is the selectmen's responsibility to verify that what is
proposed for the home site conforms with the RSA. The Town is currently reviewing and
updating all Current Use properties for the state assessment certification.
Current Use is an encumbrance on the land into which the land owner enters
voluntarily and although the land owner pays lower taxes, there are restrictions and
responsibilities placed upon the land owner to remain in the program, and when the land
does not qualify any longer, it is removed from the Current Use program and a penalty is
paid for that change of use.
There is an appeal process for land owners to the Board of Land and Tax Appeals
should they not be in agreement with the town's assessed value.
Alternative ways of assessing the properties with Current Use were looked at, and it was found
that if the minimum acreage of the home sites were in accordance with our zoning regulations,
there would be an increase in the taxable land value for the entire town. (See hand out available
at Town Meeting.)
Any changes to the Current Use laws cannot be made on the local level, they have to be done
through the legislature which has a Current Use board which meets throughout the state annually
to hear land owners concerns. Residents can also use the organization called S.P.A.C.E. to
acquire assistance and insight into the history of RSA79A, and its implementation.
Submitted by:
Judith Kaufinan Fred Sullivan
Kay Wegner Mike Yatsevitch
Gary Wegner Larry Dingee
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DEPARMENT OF GENERAL ASSISTANCE
2003
We have just completed one of our busiest years to date, which marks a 3-year trend
toward an increasing need for welfare assistance. We also have had more requests from
elders who need help accessing community services and resources.
By working with the Departments of Health and Human Services, Adult and Elderly
Services, Southwestern Community Services, the Rural Development Agency,
Volunteers in Action, and local trust funds, we have managed to meet these needs with
no additional impact on our budget, which remains, as it has for many years, at $2500.
During the past two years we have helped senior residents apply for and receive grants
totaling over $10,000. These funds helped with upgrades, repairs, and health-related
items needed for their comfort and safety.
Edgewater Farm continues to donate many bushels of potatoes and other vegetables to
our local food pantry. Our department helps by harvesting transporting, and distributing
produce as it becomes available.
The Senior Luncheon Program held on the 4* Tuesday of each month at the Masonic
Hall in Cornish Flat, provides an opportunity for a social gathering and a delicious hot
meal, using local ingredients whenever possible. Our thanks to the Millar Fund for its
generous support; to our cook, Suzanne Lupien, and to the dedicated group of volunteers
who have shopped, served, setup, cleaned up, and contributed so much to the success of
this program. Approximately 1200 meals have been served since the program began in
2001.
The goal ofour Department of General Assistance is to continue to explore resources and
expand our services, especially to our eider citizens and those with special needs.








2003 was a typical year for the Health Department. Ginny Prince and Jenny Schad
(Deputy Health Officer) inspected 23 food booths at the Comish Fziir. Other routine
activities included inspection of respite care and daycare facilities. Jenny Schad created a
file of public health information which is available at the library.
Aging and failing septic systems continue to be a problem. Malfunctioning and failed
septic systems pose risks to human health as well as to the health of the environment. If
you have concerns about septic systems in town, contact, Ginny Prince, the selectmen,
the state Department of Environmental Services Subsystems Bureau (271-3501 or
vyww.des.state.nh.us/ssb/) or a licensed septic system installer.
Funding from the USDA in the form of very low interest loans and grants is available
annually for the elderly and others unable to afford health related home costs such as well
drilling, septic system replacement and repair, heating system repair and home






In 2003, we had a busy winter with snow beginning early in the season and staying a long
time. We used all the winter sand that was put up in early fall of 2002 and had to
purchase extra sand to finish the winter.
Spring began with the usual mud season. We spread 2000 yards of crushed gravel on
several roads throughout the town.
Summer saw the chip sealing of School Street and one mile of Jackson Road. We were
also able to pave Perkins Road and Lower East Road. We replaced about 400 feet of
culvert in various locations. Roadside mowing was completed by the end of summer
throughout the town.
Early fall we put up 5000 yards of winter sand as well as prepared the roads for the
upcoming winter. We did not have too many major breakdowns or major repairs. The
town took shipment of the new Ford F350 pickup. It is a welcome addition to the fleet.
The highway department hired three new employees this year and had one long term
employee retire. Thank you to Robert Kibbie for his years of service to the Town of
Cornish.
Up and coming in 2004 we are planning to chip seal Perkins Road and Lower East Road,
shimming 1 mile of Jackson Road and all of Mill Village Road. We are also planning to






2003 Report To The Town
At an open house on the first day of 2004 many people in town had the
opportunity to see the progress we have made on the rehabilitation of the former
Selectmen's Office on School Street. Everyone agreed that it looked beautiful.
Before the building can be opened officially, however, it will require the addition
of several items so that our collections can be seen easily and safely. Our
fundraising efforts must still depend on the community's continuing generosity.
We plan the official opening at an Open House in May or June.
The focus of our 2003 meetings was local. In September Richard Thompson
discussed "Old Bam Construction." After talking about how old bams vi^ere
built, we adjourned to the Rand bam for an on-site demonstration. In October
Ros Seidel described "Cornish and the Upper Valley Quest." In our town there
are five locales that make Cornish's role in this innovative program important.
The Cornish Elementary School has organized "treasure hunts" at these
locations, thereby fulfilling the Quest Program's goal of stimulating interest in
those from "3 to 93" in their communities and its local history.
Our first meeting in April of 2004 will feature Diane Liggett discussing "Cornish
and Early Powder Horns." She w^ill help us to be better informed about the horn
in our collection. It belonged to Lebbeus H. Chase, who was born in 1779 and
died in 1865 "in the same house in which he was bom." He was a colonel in the
15th Regiment of the New Hampshire militia and "a man of courteous bearing
and much respected."
In May Edie Clark, who worked at Yankee Magazine for twenty-four years as a
Senior Editor, Senior Writer, and Fiction Editor, will lead a discussion, sponsored
by the New Hampshire Humanities Council, about "New England: Myth or
Reality."
Finally, in June our garden program will be held at the house and garden of
Caroline and Peter Storrs where Bill Noble, Director of Preservation Projects for
the Garden Conservancy, will give a slide presentation about some of the
gardens of the Cornish Colony. Many of us remember his work at the Saint-
Gaudens National Historic Site and the Hay Estate.
We should again like to take this opportunity to express our gratitude to all
those who participated in our bake sales on Memorial Day and over the
Columbus Day weekend. Thanks to you we were able to fulfill our self-imposed
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contribution to the Town so that it can pay the increased fire insurance premium
on our covered bridges as well as to benefit our Restoration Fund.
Our meetings (held the second Monday of April, May, June, September, and
October at the Meetinghouse in Cornish Flat) are always open to anyone who
would like to attend. Furthermore, the Society welcomes new members who
share our interest in the town's past.
Jim Atkinson, President




GEORGE H. STOWELL FREE LIBRARY
2003 Report
After an eight month maternity leave, I returned to the Library on October 1 , 2003. I am forever
grateftil to all the wonderful people in our community who made this possible. I would like to
take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all of you. A huge thank you to Kathi Patterson,
one ofour dedicated library trustees, for her efforts. Most ofmy responsibilities fell on her
shoulders, and in her usual style, she worked hard to keep things running smoothly. Our other
trustees were indispensable as well. Bemice Johnson, who helps run our bookmobile program,
also took on a monthly shift, and Pam Gendron handled the inter-library loans. If there were an
award for the longest and hardest working volunteer at the library, Ginny Gage would surely get
it. Ginny has volunteered for approximately 25 years. On top of her already scheduled double
monthly shifts and her bookmobile duties, Ginny agreed to take care of processing new books
and magazines each month. Kate Freeland, former librarian who has stayed involved as a
faithfiil volunteer, took over the monthly book orders. Thanks to Richard Scheuer and Judith
Kaufman for taking on an extra shift each month. A warm welcome and thank you to new
volunteers, Nancy Wightman and Usa Pinkson-Burke. And continued appreciation for our
seasoned volunteers: Debbie Stone, Karen Woodbury, Leigh and Loel Callahan, Sue Gagne,
Bette Blackington, Curt Wyman and Lorraine Brasseur.
Due to a lack of space, we no longer accept donations of used books and videos; however we'll
still take books on tape and are grateful to Cheston and Nancy Newbold for their generous
contributions of audio books. Be looking for many new selections of books on tape in 2004.
Thanks to Rachel Roper for organizing a display of books and informative materials during
November in recognition of National Adoption Month. This was well received by our patrons.
Rachel is excited about helping out with more thematic displays in the future. Feel free to share
your ideas.
We continue to borrow from and loan to the state inter-library loan system. This year we
borrowed 1 10 books from libraries throughout the state and lent 57 books ofour own. Even
though we're a small library with a limited collection, we can usually borrow titles we don't
own. Just ask. It's a wonderftil system.
The monthly Book Discussion Group is still meeting the first Wednesday of each month at 7:00
pm. Book lists and copies of what is currently being read are available at the library. Call or
stop by during library hours if you are interested.
A reminder: there's an ongoing book sale in the library basement. Hardcovers are $1 .00 each or
five for $4.00. Paperbacks are .50 each. Proceeds benefit the library. While you're in the
basement, consider visiting the Cornish Historical Room which is filled with treasures from past.
Thanks again to all who donated time, money and materials to the library this year. Your













This year the Comish Meetinghouse celebrated its two hundredth anniversary! ! In 1 803
the building was built by the Baptists in the remote geographic center oftown on lands
that had been set out for church purposes in the original grant. (Burgess, 1995) The
building was moved to the Flat in 1 8 1 8 and the belfiy was added during this year. The
building was changed and embellished as the years passed and many came together on a
Saturday in October to celebrate its existence.
On October 18*, many Comish residents volunteered their time to paint the interior of the
upper pew area. Under Spirit Day's organizational help ofNancy Newbold and Dale
O'Connor, many, young and old, helped rejuvenate the upper area with a new coat of
paint. There was a potluck supper held that evening and we enjoyed the music ofDon
MacLeay and The Country Express. A history of the building, written by Mark Burgess
in 1995, was read and gave each of us a sense of respect for its rich history and desire to
have it preserved indefinitely.
The Meetinghouse continues to host the Farmer's Market and the Comish Historical
Society. The Memorial Day service continues to celebrate the holiday on the
Meetinghouse Common.
Several slates fi-om the roof disengaged and repair was made in October. The trustees are
looking at a more extensive slate repair for the spring of 2004.
The trustees continue to express their thanks to Jim Smith, the winder of the clock.
FINANCIAL REPORT 2003














Balance on hand $6 1 03 .0
1
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MT. ASCUTNEY REGION RIVER SUBCOMMITTEE
2003 Report
This year the Mt Ascutney Subcommittee began to update our Connecticut River
Corridor Management Plan with a close look at water quality and water-related issues in
our region, particularly the need for more complete information on the safety of the river
for swimming, fishing, and boating. The Town of Cornish has sent a new representative
to the Subcommittee, as have the town of Windsor, Plainfield, and Rockingham, bringing
new ideas and interests to ensure that discussions continue to be well-balanced.
The Subcommittee has continued to carry out our legal obligation to provide information
and assistance to the states, town, and local landowners on projects near the river,
advising the two states on a proposed major project at Hoyt's Landing, and informing
ourselves of issues involved with locating landfills and other intensive development close
to the river.
We have encouraged all towns in our region to review our current Connecticut River
Corridor Management Plan, and to incorporate its recommendations as they update town
plans and revise their zoning ordinances, particularly for shoreland protection. The heavy
rain of last August demonstrated the critical importance of giving rivers and streams
enough room. All riverfront landowners should be aware that the NH Shoreland
Protection Act now applies to the Connecticut River. Contact the town office for more
information.
The Mt. Ascutney River Subcommittee is advisory and has no regulatory authority. The
public is welcome to participate in our meetings, on the second Tuesday evening ofevery
other month, at Windsor House. Citizens interested in representing the town are invited
to contact the selectmen. More information, including a calendar, advice on bank erosion
and obtaining permits for work in or near the river, and a summary of the Connecticut






Meetii^ the first and third Thursday each month, in 2003 the Cornish Planning Board
held five hearings on various actions; four were approved with one site plan review
pending. All meetings and hearings are open, and the public is welcome and encouraged
to attend.
Many townspeople responded to the Master Plan questionnaire; nearly all responses have
been tallied. The next phase of the Master Plan Update, a series ofpublic fonmis, begins
this Spring. Please watch for notice ofthese events and please attend - it's your Master
Plan.
Longtime member Anne Hier has retired fiom the Board. We would like to thank her for











JefFLamoureux-Straightaway Auto NH Route 120
2003 Member
Peter Storrs, Chair












The year 2003 saw the Cornish Police Department handle 769 complaints. This is a decrease of almost
5% over 2002. We are happy to see a trend like this. Another statistic that we are proud of is the
18% decrease in our motor vehicle accidents. We feel this is attributed to the 30% increase in motor
vehicle stops by the Cornish Police Department, as well as some help we received by die Sullivan County
Sheriffs Department in the form of a Speed Control Grant dieY received. This grant targeted the
morning and afternoon commuter traffic on Route 120 in the Flats and Route 12A by the Covered
Bridge.
While our burglaries dropped from 10 to 7, we still want to work on lowering this even more. To date,
we have solved 4 of the 7 burglaries reported to us. In each of dtese cases, an observant neighbor, or
witness provided the critical lead that solved the case. We want to remind everyone that we do not mind
receiving a phone call with what you may consider a trivial observation. Some times you hold the key
to the puzzle.
Officer Corey Stevens completed the part time academy in February, and has been an invaluable asset to
our department. Corey has spent coundess hours away from his family at all hours of the day and night
helping out our town. Corey not only responded to die calls when he was on call, but also shadowed
Doug on most of his, to gain experience. Corey dedicated himself to learning and spent time in a ride
along program with both die Claremont and Walpole Police Departments. When you see Corey, diank
him for his dedication. Better yet, when you see his family, thank diem for sharing him!
During 2003 the Cornish Police Department received three grants. The first grant was for an AED
(Automated External Defibrillator). The Police Department lias already had one occasion in which die
officer was die first on scene and was able to utilize the AED. The second grant was a Homeland
Security Grant diat provided us widi four sets of Personal Protective Equipment. This equipment
includes special protective suits, boots, gloves, masks, and respirators. The last grant was a matching
grant diat paid for half of die cost of die bulleqiroof vest for Officer Stevens. All totaled we received
almost $ 3,000.00 in grants.
Lastly, We want to ask die residents for their support again. The Cornish Police Department Space
Committee spent many hours over the last year, working on a proposal to present to you at diis town
meeting. We are drastically short on usable space in our office, and actually have storage in two places
at die town office building, at the fire station, at die new highway garage, and in the old highway garage
in die Flat. Our office can not comfortably hold two parents and a child for one of diose much needed
counseling sessions. We are also forced to travel to Claremont Pohce Station to process a lot of die
arrests that we could handle here, if we had the proper space. We feel we have come up widi a station
design that will not only compliment the current fire station, but will give us adequate space for many
years to come.
Yours in Safety,
Sgt. E. Douglas Hackett Officer Corey Stevens





















REPORT TO THE PEOPLE OF DISTRICT ONE
It is a pleasure to report to you now in my 25 year of serving the 98 towns, 4 cities and
Coos, Carroll, Grafton, Sullivan and Belknap counties ofNew Hampshire. All together
there are 249,000 people who I consider my customers, clients, and constituents. It has
always been a pleasure to respond, as my duties within the Executive Branch of your
state government mandate, to inquiries for information, relief and assistance as provided
in NH state law and budget. It is an honor to serve you as a public servant.
Below are listed several documents that are available to citizens and I find them to be a
valuable NH resource.
The 2003-2004 state telephone directory of state dep2irtments and personnel. This 180
page directory includes TDD access numbers, office information, coordinators, m^^ of
location of state buildings, legislative listings, judicial branch listings, department
listings, persoimel listing and a topical listing. This is available for a cost of $6.00 plus
$2.50 postage. Make checks payable to the State ofNew Hampshire, or order on line at
www.gencourt.state.nh.usWisitorcenter . The entire directory is available by calling
(603)224-9222. This is also on the web at www.nhcounties.org .
Also available at no cost from the Secretary of State Office at 271-3242 or at
elections(g),sos.state.nh.us , or mail at Secretary of State, State House Room 204, Concord,
NH 03301 are the following publications:
The NH Elections Procedural Manual for 2004-2005
The NH Election Laws for 2004-2005
The NH Political calendar for 2004-2005
The duties of the NH Executive Council, The NH Tour Guide book, the official tourist
map and the NH Constitution are always available from my office at 271-6332 or 747-
3662 or ravburton4(a).gte.net.
As long as I'm around as one of your elected officials never ever feel you are alone in
your hour of need. Contact me anytime!
Ray Burton
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE CONSTANCE A. JONES
Ladies and Gentlemen of District 19:
Another year has passed in the Legislature and as far as education funding is
concerned we are still at square one. No one is happy. Donors feel they are giving
too much and receivers are upset because they are afraid of loosing ground.
Unfortunately no one wants to accept the fact that the State Wide Property Tax is not
the "end all and be all" savior of the State Education Fund.
As the State budget gets tighter more monetary obligations are being passed down to
the counties which in turn elevates the local property tax. The poor Property Tax is
stretched to the limit and this affects all tax payers in the State of New Hampshire. I
shall continue fighting to eliminate the broad base, state wide property tax. The SWPT
should be relegated to the same status as is presently held by the income and sales
tax until such time as an equitable solution is found.
There is a very controvereial Constitutional Amendment coming up for a vote this
session (CACR2). In order to pass in the House and Senate a 60% majority vote is
needed. If it were to pass both houses it would appear on the November ballot and
the voters would decide the fate of CACR2. To amend the State Constitution requires
a 66 2/3 popular vote. This Constitutional Amendment basically says that the
Legislature and not the Court shall set the State school funding policy. In the
Claremont decision the Court said that it was up to the Legislature to find a fair and
equitable solution to funding of the State's obligation for education. The Legislature
feels that the Court overstepped it's bounds in that decision. For the past six years
this issue has been debated ad nauseam with no consensus being reached. I
strongly feel that it is time to let the voters decide the question since it appears we are
unable to do so. There have been Constitutional Amendments proposed
before....some passed and others did not. Certainly the people should be able to
have their say in this very important issue.
My Committee, Criminal Justice and Public Safety vAW be hearing 32 Bills this
session. Some of the topics being covered are: ratifying the national crime
prevention and privacy compact, domestic violence protection orders, classification of
consumer and display fireworks, increasing the penalty assessment on fines
imposed by the courts, drug free senior housing zones, sexual assault cases, and
driving under the influence with a minor in the vehicle.
As always, I welcome any questions you may have on any legislation coming before
us this session. If there is any way that I can be of help please let me know. I can be




Legislative Report by Rep. Peter Burling, Sullivan County District 19
Cornish, Grantham, and Plainficid
The 2003 legislative session was a contentious one, with most of the sharpest debate focused on
Governor Benson's first state budget, a document that caused great concern almost from tlie moment it was
delivered to the Legislature. Some of the Governor's proposals for spending reductions included cutting
funding for the university system by 5%; cutting more than $70 million from the Department of Health and
Human Services, for services such as wheel chair vans for seniors and persons with disabilities; eliminating 29
state trooper positions; cutting the state Department of Environmental Services budget by 5%; virtually
eliminating the Land and Community Heritage Program, the state's major historic and land conservation
program; and eliminating the Department of Agriculture entirely. The Governor also sought to use $32
million from the state's retirement fund to pay for general fund obligations, an idea that was quickly scrapped
in the face of strong opposition from police chiefs and other public employees.
Tlie House and Senate Finance Committees were left to start almost from scratch to put together an
alternative budget. That budget was ultimately vetoed by the Governor, leaving the state without a spending
plan until September ~ when finally, after more than tliiee months of negotiations, tlie House and Senate
passed a version of the budget that was virtually identical to the one vetoed by Governor Benson, except that it
included an additional $300,000 for the Governor's own office.
The Governor did get his way on one of tlie biggest cuts, when the House and Senate passed House
Bill 608, dramatically reducing state aid to public education. As a result of the new formula, education aid
was reduced statewide by more than $240 million over the next two years. The three towns in my district,
Cornish, Grantham and Plainfield. all see substantial losses in state support for public education. Aid to
Cornish this year has been reduced by $55,000; Grantham, as a donor town, is paying $81,000 more to the
state; and Plainfield is also receiving $55,000 less in state education aid. And unless the Legislature makes
changes to the formula in the 2004 session, there will be even bigger losses in 2005. All of this translates into
higher local property taxes for the people of all three towns. Needless to say. I opposed the Governor on these
budget reductions every way 1 knew how.
The outlook for schools and property taxpayers is even more bleak due to two proposed constitutional
amendments that are on the agenda this session. The first, CACR 2, would give the Legislature exclusive
authority to determine the cost of an adequate education, without any oversight from the courts. If this were to
become law. the Claremont decisions would be gone, and so would the state's obligation to pay anything to
educate New Hampshire's children. We would very quickly see a return to the days when the local property
tax paid for more than 94 percent of school budgets. The other constitutional amendment that is being pushed
by Governor Benson is the so-called "Taxpayer's Bill of Rights." This measure would cap all state spending
at the rate of inflation, and require a two-thirds vote of the Legislature to raise or pass new taxes. While this
may sound like a good idea on its face, the reality is very different. In Colorado, the first state to adopt such
an amendment, the Republican state treasurer has said that the Taxpayers Bill of Rights has been a disaster,
.lust as has happened in Colorado, local property taxes will skyrocket as the state pushes more and more
responsibilities onto the cities and towns.
Clearly this is an important time for your elected officials to hear from you. If you are concerned
about the direction in which our state is headed, make sure you make your opinion known. As I always, I
welcome your feedback and will be happy to answer any questions you may have about the many challenges
facing our community and our state.
Sincerely,
Rep. Peter Burling
Sullivan County District 19 - Cornish, Grantham. Plaintieid
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RECORDS PRESERVATION
IT SEEMS WE ARE ON THE HOME STRETCH FOR THE COMPLETION OF
THIS TASK. THERE ARE ONLY TWO BOOKS LEFT TO BE DONE AND AFTER
THAT A SMALL AMOUNT OF MONEY EACH YEAR TO DO THE NECESSARY
MICROFILMING AND BINDING OF OUR TOWN REPORT BOOKS.
WHEN YOU STOP BY MY OFFICE FOR OTHER BUSINESS, PLEASE FEEL
FREE TO ASK TO SEE WHERE YOUR TAX DOLLARS HAVE BEEN SPENT. THE
BOOKS LOOK BEAUTIFUL AND ARE NOW PRESERVED. THANK YOU FOR
YOUR SUPPORT FOR SO MANY YEARS. IT IS INDEED SOMETHING THAT
THE PEOPLE OF THE TOWN OF CORNISH CAN BE VERY PROUD OF.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
TEENIE ROCK




In the year 2003, the highway department transported 21 tons of mixed paper, 4.05 tons
ofcardboard and 4.02 tons of plastic, tin, and duminum to Keene.
On October 31, 2003 we contracted with Northeast Resource Recovery to bring in two 20
yard containers, saving time, money, and resources from the loading and trucking of
materials to Keene. To date Northeast Resource Recovery has taken 1.56 ton of plastic,
tin and aluminum and 12.74 tons ofmixed paper.







This year, 2004, the Cornish Rescue Squad celebrates its 30 anniversary. Many things have
changed in emergency medicine since the first members took their basic instruction in 1974.
Today in many areas, especially areas away from major cities, volunteer services have trouble
attracting and retaining staff, raising fiinds, and maintaining skills. I'm happy to report that the
Cornish Rescue Squad arrives at the beginning of its fourth decade with over 20 members in the
towns of Cornish and Plainfield, with adequate funds for operation and equipment, and wdth a
continuing commitment to training, much of it provided by our own members.
Call volume for 2003 was higher than in past years, with some new patterns emering. Changes
in car design have reduced the number of injuries and fatalities while creating new challenges for
rescuers. Crush-resistant passenger compartments and cars with multiple air bags require rescue
techniques that are very different from those which were standard when the Squad was founded.
The Squad is in the process ofmaking upgrades to our tools and techniques to meet these new
challenges.
We continue to work well with our ambulance services, provided by the Windsor and Lebanon
Fire Departments and Golden Cross ambulance, as well as with the Plainfield, Meriden and
Cornish Fire Departments and those of neighboring tovms.
The Squad has started the process of replacing our 1986 Rescue Truck with a new vehicle.
Generous contributions to our annual fund drive should make this possible during 2004. As I
write this, we are evaluating bids on a new vehicle. We are planning the necessary upgrades to
our extrication equipment, happily at a modest cost. We have provided new equipment to our
members who are licensed at the hitermediate and Paramedic levels to permit them to practice
their advanced skills.
The support we receive annually from the towns of Plainfield and Cornish continues to cover the
cost of operations and dispatching.
My first year as President has been a very satisfying one for me. A special pleasure for me has
been working with the officers and Trustees - vice President Gary Chilton, Treasurer Fred
Schad, Secretary Chantelle Orlen and Trustees Jenny Schad, Steve Jameson and Deb Foltyn.
The shift by all agencies to 911 dispatching over the last few years has not always made our jobs
easier. While it is now easier to find the general neighborhood of a call, finding the actual house
is still sometimes a problem. Making street numbers visible from the road in both directions, and
placing them where they will not be obscured by snow, goes a long way to helping us and other
agencies find you when you call for help. If you have special health concerns at your house,




SAEVT GAUDENS NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
2003
With this, my first submission for the town annual report, I would like to say what a unique
honor and privilege it is for me to return to work in Cornish - as the new superintendent of a
national park in the very town in which I grew up. I look forward to working with the
community, park stafif, and the Trustees of the Saint-Gaudens Memorial in the ongoing
stewardship of this truly special place. In this spirit, I ask anyone with concerns, suggestions or
ideas about the park please contact me at 675-2175 x 143 or BJ_Dunn@nps.gov.
Last summer the park hosted the first, of what is hoped to become an annual, free evening open
house for the residents of Cornish. We plan to do so again this upcoming year and I hope that all
feel welcome to bring a picnic and enjoy the house, gardens and grounds, and studios exhibiting
Saint-Gaudens woiks.
In 2003, the park received 30,753 visitors, with approximately 7,796 ofthose participating in
ranger led tours and 2,180 attending the concerts as sponsored by the Trustees of the Saint-
Gaudens Memorial. Tlie 2003 operating budget for the park was $943,900 with approximately
90% of this allocated to personnel and fixed costs like utilities.
The new Visitor Center (former maintenance shop) opened in the 2003 season providing
restroom facilities, an improved sales area, small auditorium seating 35 for viewing the
orientation film, and park library.
The traveling Saint-Gaudens exhibit continues to be a large success. The exhibit is sponsored by
the Trust for Museum Exhibitions along with the park and is traveling to twelve museums from
2003 to 2005. In 2004, the exhibit will travel to the Allentown Art Museimi, Allentown, PA,
The Memorial Art Gallery, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY, Frick Art and Historical
Center, Pittsburgh, PA, Georgia Museum ofArt, University of Georgia, Athens, GA and
Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Montgomery, AL. Approximately 60 objects from the
park's collections are traveling with this exhibit and thousands of individuals who have never
traveled to the site in Cornish are having the opportunity to see Saint-Gaudens works first-hand
at a museum close to their own home.
The park would like to recognize Irmi Snowden of Cornish, NH for her ongoing decUcation as a
volunteer working to catalog the park's extensive photograph and slide collection. In 2003,
Robin Reed a former resident of Cornish, NH was selected through the Student Conservation
Association to serve in a nine-month volunteer position at the park working on the exotic plant
management plan and program (there are 17 identified exotic invasive plant species at the park).
There are many volunteer opportunities at the park, please call if interested. Volunteers play an
increasingly important role for us in this age of tight operational budgets.
In closing I would like to pay tribute to John Dryfhout, the former park superintendent who has
dedicated his life to the stewardship of this park and to the increased public understanding and






Dear Residents of Cornish:
Southwestern Community Services would like to thank the residents of Cornish for your
continued support of our efforts to serve the needs of our local communities.
During the past year we have delivered a variety of direct services to 148 residents of the
Town of Cornish. The value of these services totaled $38,167.
These were comprised of Head Start, Women Infants & Children (WIC), Fuel Assistance,
Weatherization, Eldercare, Homeless Services, and The Commodity Food Program.
It is due to the local support, which we receive that we are able to conduct the outreach
that is necessary to deliver these services. Southwestern Community Services welcomes
any comments or inquiries and invites you to call and schedule a visit to our offices to
leam more about what we are all about.
Thank you again for your continued st^)port.
Sincerely,





The 2003 project of painting the Little Town Hall, (school house #9), was put on hold as
the renovation of this building began in October.
One of our projects this year, organized by the Historical Society, was to scrape and paint
the upstairs of the Meeting House for its Bicentennial. There was a large turn out of
volunteers who scraped and painted, completing the project in time for the Bicentennial
celebration held that same evening.
Another project completed this year, included the Hearse House on Town House Road.
This building, built in 1861 and enlarged in 1893 by James F. Tasker to accommodate a
larger hearse, was also scraped and painted by volunteers.
Thank you to all the volunteers for these two projects. We look forward to our 2004
project of repainting the shutters for the Town Hall, along with scraping and painting the
Little Town Hall after the renovations have been completed.
If you would like to volunteer, or if you have any questions, please contact either Nancy







Sullivan County Hospice has been existence since 1984. We are a volunteer agency,
governed by a 12 member Board of Directors, all ofwhom reside in Sullivan County.
Our mission is to provide practical and emotional support to terminally ill patients and
their families within Sullivan County. The majority of the individuals we serve are home
hospice patients, who have decided to remain at home under the care of their families. It
is in this setting that we provide most of our services. However, we have the flexibility
to follow and serve our patients and their families in a hospital or nursing home setting,
as well. Our volunteers are fiilly trained in areas such as death and dying, the grieving
process, active listening and universal precautions. A few of the ways our volunteers
provide practical support include respite for caregivers, running errands and light meal
preparation. Our volunteers also provide emotional support to both the patient and their
family, by being available to listen and offer reassurance and encouragements.
Our referrals come from doctors, nurses, visiting nurse associations, discharge planners,
as well as from family members or patients themselves. Our only requirements for
service are that the patient be terminally ill and tiiat they reside in Sullivan County. We
accept all referrals on that basis and there is never a charge for our service.
In addition to providing volunteer services, Sullivan County Hospice offers a
bereavement support group. This group is scheduled for six sessions a year, each lasting
a period of five weeks. These groups are open to anyone working through the grieving
process.
We hope that you will continue to support our woik as we continue in our efiforts to
support the terminally ill and their ^unilies in SulUvan County.
Sincerely yours,
Annie Alcorn
Director, Sullivan County Hospice
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SULLIVAN COUNTY REGIONAL REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT (SCRRDD)
2003 REPORT
The trash disposal contract between the Sullivan County Regional Refuse Disposal
District (SCRRDD) and Wheelabrator Inc., the owner/operator of the incinerator in
Claremont, ends in 2007. Cornish is a member of SCRRDD.
Planning for 2007 and beyond has begun. Surveys of member towns have been taken,
and two public hearings were held to gather information and opinion on how to manage
the liabilities and assets of SCRRDD in preparation for dissolution of this trash district.
The ash landfill in Newport appears to be the most troublesome facet of the trash
difficulties associated with dissolution of the district.
Three hundred thousand tons ofash produced at the incinerator that were dumped at the
landfill, continue to cause physical and financial problems. This year engineers
discovered plugged drainage pipes and decaying man-holes at the ash landfill. An
unexpected leachates production has led to additional disposal expenses. The NH
Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) is expected to demand that more
district town's money be placed in the trust fund to cover long-term liability.
The Town ofNewport is willing to own the ash landfill and the trust fund if a risk
assessment shows no exceptional risks. An easement would also prevent using the sit for
waste disposal in the future. The ash landfill is located near the Sugar River, a source of
Claremont' s drinking water.
Wheelabrator still has not installed mercury control equipment on the smokestack, and is
now embroiled in a federal Title V permit appeal. The NH Legislature is also
considering stricter air pollution emissions standards and additional monitoring
equipment at the incinerator.
In Cornish, professional solid waste and recycling planner Pat Pinkson-Burke of Cornish,
has prepared and submitted the Town's paperwork for a NHDES permit for the recycling
center.
Recycling saves money, energy and natural resources while dramatically reducing
pollution and more and more people are recycling at the Town's recycling center on






SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
2003
During the year 2003 the Supervisors carried out their duties, holding sessions to enable
voters to register, adding names and deleting those that were necessary.
As we learned of those leaving the community, due to home sales, employment etc., we
mailed letters to notify them their names would be removed, allowing them to register in
another community. We also notified communities where nev/ voters came from to allow
them to remove those names from their voter lists.
Checklists were posted as required and notices of upcoming meetings were published.
Card files kept in the office were updated and floppy disks were sent to the court for
choosing jurors.
Time was spent following Supervisor meetings to coordinate the correct information to
be placed in the computer and proofreading ofnew voter list.
The coming year will be busy with a Presidential Primary Election, January 27, School
District Meeting on March 6 and the Town Meeting on March 9. Also the State Primary
Election September 14 and the State General Election November 2.
Registering to vote may be done with the Cornish Town Clerk during her regular hours or
during posted Supervisor Meetings.




TOWN FOREST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
2003
Since approval of the Town Forest management plan in December 2002, the committee
has changed focus to implementing the plan. Activities have included trail maintenance,
removal of invasive buckthorn, discussion of timber stand improvement (which we hope
will be carried out by youth groups under the guidance of Jim Fitch) and bridge building.
Many thanks to the volunteers who pulled up buckthorn seedlings and shrubs, lugged
bridge building material and constructed bridges on the white, yellow and blue trails.
Special kudos to Jim Fitch for masterminding construction of the floating "100 foot
bridge" crossing the seep on the blue trail. Actually it is 64 feet long, but who's
measuring. Volunteer labor was provided by Doug Freeland, Mike Fuerst, Nick Macie,
Jim Osterlund, Kim and Chris Passage, Roger Stone, Ed Woodbury and the management
conmiittee. Other work included cleaning up and minor rerouting of trails where they
leave the powerline right of way. This was needed following extensive work done by the
power company to trim the edges of the right of way.
Mary Beth Heiskell assembled an informational display utilizing photos of the Town
Forest for Old Home Day. This display may be viewed at the Town Office and is
available for other town fiinctions. If you have any photographs or other information
about the forest that you can donate to update this display, please contact Mary Beth.
Many thanks also to those who made donations in the memory of Stefan Sharff, and to
Mr. Sharff s family for the donation suggestions. This money was used to frame the
aerial photo of the town forest, which is on display at the town office.
Better access to the town forest is a continuing concern. Anyone with ideas please
contact any committee member.
The town forest was established "to protect underdeveloped land for the benefit and
enjoyment of the residents of Cornish". Please visit it whenever you can, and contact any
of the management committee members if you would like to participate in a work day.
Please remember that human powered travel in the town forest is encouraged at all times
while travel by motorized wheeled vehicles and horses is restricted to non mud season,
and to Root Hill Road, the logging loop road and the powerline service road. Trail maps
are available at the town office, and are posted at the major trailheads within the forest.
The entire property is open to licensed hunters in season.
Cornish Town Forest Management Committee
Jim Fitch Dale O'Connor
Bill Gallagher Ginny Prince
Mary Beth Heiskell
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
Annual Report for 2003
The UVLSRPC is a not-for-profit association of 30 cxjmmunities in Vermont and New Hampshire. We
provide a mechanism for communities that live, work and recreate together in the Upper Valley, Sullivan
County and Lake Sunapee area to work together on issues of common concern. Each year we strive to
focus on activities that will best meet the needs of each of these three areas, while we balance the
differing concerns of larger and smaller communities. Your community's membership in UVLSRPC
provides you with a voice in regional activities, as well as decision-making at the state level in both
states that affect the future of your community.
We provide the communities of the region a mechanism to work together toward balanced growth, in part
by developing and implementing a comprehensive regional plan. In 2003, we completed work on both a
new Regional Transportation Plan and new Economic Development element for the Regional Plan, as
well as updates on Population Trends and Natural & Scenic Resources. In other activities, we:
Worked with area and state organizations, businesses and communities to seek opportunities to
improve the balance between economic growth and residential development in the Upper Valley.
• Helped several communities obtain grant funds for a variety of projects, including emergency
management equipment, village highway corridor redesign, recreation facilities and transportation
system enhancements.
• Completed incorporation of Grafton County communities in North Country Economic
Development District for federal Economic Development Administration (EDA) grant eligibility;
obtained EDA approval of East-Central Vermont Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS) developed in partnership with Green Mountain Economic Development
Corporation and others to ensure business growth meets the needs of our communities; and
began wori< with Western Region Development Corporation on CEDS for Sullivan County.
Continued to support tourism organizations in the Region.
- Assisted 11 communities with updates of ttieir master plans and 10 with local land use
regulations.
Provided technical assistance to local committees addressing a number of issues such as
affordable housing, interstate interchange area development, open space, capital improvements
programming, downtown revitalization, sewers, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Developed guidelines for balancing state highway needs with those of a downtown or village area
utilizing a concept plan for Chariestown as a case study.
Facilitated Upper Valley Conservation Networic and provided technical assistance to Upper Valley
Trackers.
" Continued our assistance to watershed organizations planning for the stewardship of the
Connecticut River and its tributaries, including Lake Sunapee, and the Cold, Mascoma and
Ottauquechee Rivers. Actively participated on Connecticut River Joint Commissions and
Connecticut River Scenic Byway Council Steering Committee.
" Organized five hazardous waste collections that gave 1,170 households a way to keep
approximately 13,100 gallons of hazardous chemicals out of the region's groundwater; and
assisted with public education on household hazardous waste.
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Conducted 91 1 readdressing in Claremont to improve emergency response. Completed hazard
mitigation plans for 4 communities as required for continued eligibility for federal disaster
assistance and hazard mitigation funds; arranged funding to complete several more in the coming
year, including ail 3 Vermont towns; and continued to facilitate weil-integrated emergency
planning within the core Upper Valley communities.
Provided suggestions for minimizing potential regional impacts associated with several proposed
developments through Act 250 in Vermont and RSA 36:56 in New Hampshire.
Collected traffic data in 24 communities, and completed road inventory in 5 communities to make
sure that full state aid for maintenance is received. Developed plans for Upper Valley traffic
model to increase ability to predict and avoid traffic increases. Provided traffic data to
communities, residents and businesses on request.
• Continued to work with public transit providers serving the area's residents, employees, and
visitors to identify opportunities to improve service using currently available funds, and to
prioritize needs for additional funding. Assisted Upper Valley Transportation Management
Association in efforts to involve area employers in programs to reduce commuter traffic.
Provided monthly circuit rider services to 5 communities to review subdivision and site plan
applications for compliance with local regulations.
• Held several informational and training sessions for local officials on land use planning issues,
(including siting wind power facilities, how to avoid sprawl, and programs available to keep
historic villages healthy), natural resource protection issues, (including stormwater management
and Vermont's new septic rules), and board member skills, (including fostering productive citizen
participation in the planning and development review processes). Fadlitated discussions on
future plans of Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center, Dartmouth College, and the Mt. Sunapee
Ski area, and potential impacts on growth-related factors such as housing and traffic in the
region.
Responded to day-to-day requests from local board members and staff for guidance on, e.g.,
application of NH Shoreland Protection Act, policies on unmaintained roads, management of
excavations, implementation of floodplain ordinances, capital improvement programming and
impact fees, road acceptance policies, coordination of review of applications among various local
boards, regulation of telecommunications facilities, interpretation of local land use regulations,
hiring consultants, and planning and zoning board procedures.
• Continued to increase the ability of our geographic information system (GIS) to perform land use
analysis and natural resource planning; provided GIS services to communities and partner
organizations.
Maintained a library with the latest technical guidance, planning literature, and sample
regulations; continued to incorporate 2000 Census information into digital regional socioeconomic
database as it became available; and responded to numerous requests for infomriation from local
officials, businesses, and other area organizations.
We appreciate the high level of participation and support we receive from our communities, and look
forward to continuing to serve the needs of the region in the coming year. We count on feedback from
the Commissioners each community appoints, as well as local officials and residents, to ensure that our
wori< program focuses on regional issues that are of the highest priority to you. In addition, this year we
have established a new committee to enhance the exchange of information with member communities.
Please feel free to contact us at (603) 448-1680 or info@uvlsrpc.org to share your thoughts.




May 30, 2003 was the day of the unveiling and dedication of the new granite World War
II Veterans Memorial located on the green in Cornish Flat. This monument replaces the
deteriorated wooden monument.
Over 150 adults and children witnessed and participated in the unveiling during a
ceremony which included Willis Reed singing "America" and who was also the guest
speaker. Rejfreshments were provided by the Park Grange and Cornish 25 Grange.
The Town of Cornish requested the necessary funds at the March meeting.
Special thanks should go to Teenie Rock and Reigh Sweetser for all of their time and
effort researching the names of veterans who left from Cornish to go into the service.







VISITING NURSE ALLIANCE OF VERMONT AND NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC
REPORT -2003
Your Visiting Nurse Alliance services are like your police and fire departments. We are a
vital part of your community safety net - with services that must be continuously
available for you or anyone else who might need them - and the need can vary
dramatically from year to year. The VNA provides a comprehensive range of care,
requisitioned by hospital staff and physicians, for everyone, regardless of ability to pay.
We value the continued partnership with the Town of Cornish to help us meet your
residents' home care, hospice and family health service needs. Town funding
accomplishes the following:
• Enable your family, friends and neighbors to remain at home and to receive
skilled clinical services during times of injury, recovery from surgery or
accidents, disability, short-term and chronic illness. For many such patients,
many are addressing multiple medical, emotional and social issues at the same
time.
• Provides emotional support plus pain and symptom management during terminal
illness. Hospice care extends to family members as well. More and More
patients want to be at home during their end of life, and through hospice they have
that control.
• Provides community-wellness programs and assistance to young families at risk.
Clients range from fathers and/or mothers who want to be more effective parents
through learning parenting skills or providing a balanced diet; infants who require
hi-tech health-care; and children who grow and learns through play groups that
offer interaction with other children.
The Visiting Nurse Alliance ofVT and NH provided the following services in the Town




Medical Social Worker 9
Home Health Aide 106
Total Visits 341
Hospice VNH Patient Families served 1
Children 1
Home Visits 8
On behalf of the people we serve in your community, thank you for your continued
confidence.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan H. Larman, BSN, MBA
President and Chief Executive Officer
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VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION
Connecting neighbors with needs and people who care
REPORT 2003
Volunteers in Action bring together caring volunteers of all ages with neighbors in need
of a helping hand, in Cornish and in adjacent towns in the Mt. Ascutney area.
There are currently six ViA volunteers in the Town of Cornish and over 100 volunteers in
the Mt. Ascutney area. During the past year, seven Cornish residents received a total of
525 hours of service. Two Cornish residents are members of the Volunteers in Action
Advisory Council and contribute their skills and experience in this manner.
Neighbor-to-neighbor volunteer services to Cornish residents include transportation to
medical appointments and grocery shopping, help with chores, friendly visiting,
telephone check-in and short term respite to relieve a caregiver.
Transportation to medical appointments is a personal door-to-door service, with the
volunteer waiting for the person during the appointment and offering other assistance as
needed.
Requests for help come through the visiting nurses, from Mt. Ascutney Hospital, from
individuals themselves, friends and family members.
We appreciate the support of the Selectmen and the voters of Cornish in 2002. It is very
important to the continuation of these essential services.
ViA has been affiliated with Mt. Ascutney Hospital & Health Center since November 1
,
2001 . They provide partial funding that covers one third of our budget. ViA still has to
rely on town funds, grants, local fundraising and donations from churches and
individuals.
To request service or to consider volunteering, please call Margaret Campbell or Jannice
Ellen at 674-5971 . ViA has an office in the Historic Windsor House.
We welcome your inquiries.
Margaret Campbell Jarmice Ellen
Coordinator Coordinator
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WEST CENTRAL BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
2003 Report
In 2003 West Central Behavioral Health provided residents of Cornish with $1 1,988 of
free or reduced cost mental and behavioral health services for which we received no
reimbursement. We are committed to making quality mental health services available
regardless of ability to pay to all communities in our service area.
Our mission is: "to promote, preserve, and strengthen the mental health and quality of life
for individuals and their communities through the delivery of integrated, comprehensive
services." Our consumers suffer from a range of disorders and illnesses: life threatening
severe, chronic mental illness such as psychosis, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder, all
forms of addiction; as well as anxiety, depression, divorce or relationship related stress,
and other in^)airing, but highly treatable, conditions. We work with all ages in outpatient
clinics, home, jails, nursing homes, schools and residential supported living programs,
offering a broad variety of counseling, psychiatric services, case management, and
emergency consultation.
Some of the services provided to residents of Cornish this year include:
• 13 children and their families received 91 therapy sessions at our outpatient
clinics.
• 50 adult residents received 293 sessions of outpatient counseling for depression,
anxiety, addictions, family issues, and other critical issues.
• 17 residents contacted out emergency services, available 24 hours, 7 days a week.
• 16 residents received 785 sessions of other services such as case management or
participation in our Academy Programs for people who have committed substance
abuse related offenses.




ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS
2003
The Zoning Board heard a total of five cases during 2003 resulting in one special
exception, two variances, and two Appeal of Administrative Decisions. A case for an
Equitable waiver of Dimensional Requirements was also heard at a meeting requesting an
Appeal of Administrative Decision.
The Zoning Board meets at 7:30 PM on the first Monday of each month at the Town
Offices unless no hearings have been warned and no new business has been brought to
the Board.
Karim Chichakly, Chprsn







BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF CORNISH
FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31. 2003
CHILD'S NAME
MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF CORNISH
FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 2003
05/31/03 Nowlan, Lawrence N. Jr. Windsor, VT
06/14/03 Jasinski, Brian M. Windsor. VT
06/14/03 Lynaugh, Ryan Todd Cornish, NH
06/27/03 Clark, Lester R. Cornish, NH
06/29/03 Patten. Michael E. Comish, NH
07/12/03 Dodge, Allen P. Comish, NH
08/09/03 Pillsbury, Leonard W. Comish, NH
08/16/03 Brinker. Jonathan J. Shrewsbury. MA
08/23/03 Falk, Douglas Jason Braintree, MA
10/04/03 Milliard. Robert L Comish. NH
11/22/03 Cowdrey. Martin A. Comish, NH
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Officers of the School District
School Board Annual Report
March 6, 2004
School District Goals
Superintendent Jacqueline Guiilette facilitated a community forum in
April to discuss the following questions:
1
.
What class size arrangements are acceptable to the Cornish
community?
2. How do we maintain the quality of our programs at an acceptable
cost?
3. Is our present facility prepared to meet future needs?
4. Should Cornish have all-day kindergarten? If so, when?
5. Whatareasoftechnology should our school be promoting?
The turnout was very good and represented a wide cross-section of the
community, allowing for a robust discussion of the issues. A brief
summary of the participants' comments regarding items that received the
greatest amount of their attention includes the following:
1 Class size: Don't just look at the concrete numbers, but listen to
parents and teachers and consider dynamics of each class; have
flexibility, be creative, but don't just combine grades; multi-age &
multi-grades are two different things - look at and trust the research;
maybe move subjects and projects, use small class techniques, look at
larger unit (wing).
2. Maintaining the quality of programs at an acceptable cost: Focus
more on increasing depth of existing programs vs. breadth; continue to
have high expectations for teachers; set benchmarks for each grade,
and develop offerings for children who begin to exceed them;
accommodate individual learning styles; determine an acceptable per
student cost; and survey high school students about how to improve.
3. Preparing present facility to meet future needs: Improve
playground (also came out in last year's NESDEC study) and utilize
lower field; and improve security on playground.
4. All day kindergarten: Possibly provide; with possible afternoon
program more of a daycare situation, which parents could pay for
separately. (The question of all day kindergarten was also raised in the
NESDEC report.) The board has charged a kindergarten committee to
continue work in this area, and community members are encouraged to
become involved.
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5. Areas of technology to promote: Don't forget basics of penmanship,
writing, and meaning; provide syllabus, homework, newsletters,
teacher communication, and some text materials online; regularly
update website; improve staff development opportunities in
coordination with the new SAU technology coordinator; create a
formal computer curriculum.; use children to teach other children and
parents; and the importance of analyzing what is learned/found on the
computer (good vs. bad information).
In response to the forum and subsequent discussions by the board, the
administration and staff have developed comprehensive action plans to
meet the board goals including the coordinating of writing instruction
across all grades; establishing grade level writing benchmarks; developing
of assessments related to writing, including spelling and mechanics; and
communicating expectations for student written work to staff, parents cind
students.
The board has also proposed four priorities to guide the administration in
meeting the board goals:
> Higher Academic Expectations/Maximizing Each Student's Individual
Potential
> Accountability, Measurement and Communication
> Professional Development
> Facilities
The administration will report back to the board regularly regarding its
progress in these areas. The entire strategic plan is available from the
superintendent.
A team made up of teachers, administrators, board members, and
community members will visit several schools identified as having a
reputation for excellence and innovation. The purpose of these visits is to
find programs, strategies, organizational practices and approaches that
could be explored for use in the Cornish School as we move forward with
our own long term school goals.
Facility Committee
The facility committee, comprised of two board members, Mr. Damren, a
teacher, and several community members met with an architect this past
fall to devise a plan to present to the community regarding the playground
area and driveway. The current play structure must be dismantled
following the current academic year because it will no longer be safe. The
proposal includes:
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• a new play structure
• the removal of the current driveway which crosses in front of the
school in favor of a driveway which runs along the gym side of the
school and up through the teachers' parking lot, providing a safer
place for the bus and parents to drop off and pick up students
• the grading of the hill leading down from the front of the school to
Townhouse Road, providing for a continuous and safer grassy play
area
The proposed architectural drawing is available for viewing at the school
and at the superintendent's office.
Board Resignation
The board accepted the resignation of board member Curt Wyman with
regret in November. When no one expressed interest in the position which
was advertised in the newspaper, the board decided not to appoint a fifth
member, and to continue as a four-member board until March. The open
seat is therefore not contested by an incumbent.
Respectfully submitted by the Cornish School Board
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A LETTER FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
January 2004
Dear Students, Parents, and Community Members:
This is my second Annual Report letter as Superintendent of Schools for
Cornish, Claremont, and Unity. I have completed eighteen months as the
Superintendent of Schools in SAU #6. In that time and with much help
from many people, I have continued to learn about, listen to, and observe
in all the schools in the three districts. I continue to try to be "out and
about" at school activities and some community events in each of the
districts. For example, this past August during the Cornish Fair I was able
to work at the ticket booth with my husband, Peter, one morning. It was
fun meeting new people and reacquainting ourselves with many people we
already knew. We realized that this is quite an event for the town of
Cornish to host so close to the start of school!
I have started attending Cornish School Board meetings on a regular basis
to provide extra SAU-level visibility, as well as hopefully, my knowledge
in support of the fme work that has been done and will continue to be done
on your behalf by Assistant Superintendent Allen Damren. The work that
your School Board, Principal Kalter, and staff are doing with long-range
goals and planning is quite wonderful. It is setting the pace for the other
two districts in the SAU, in fact. You will get periodic updates on the
progress made on these goals. You will see that your proposed budget
directly reflects the goals of your Board and school. You can feel secure in
knowing that the dollars you are being asked to spend are tied directly to
data about student results and into long-range planning and goal setting for
your school.
A continuing, large responsibility that looms ahead of all schools is the
federal legislation entitled "No Child Left Behind" - NCLB. As you may
remember from last year's letter, Congress passed this legislation in
January 2002. Over the past year this law's impact has been felt in a
variety of ways. We have had to look at teacher competency under a
definition called "Highly Qualified Teachers" vs. the State of New
Hampshire's usual teacher certification process. We have faced our first
public report card called "Adequate Yearly Progress" in which Cornish
students did well. They made Adequate Yearly Progress in each of the
required grades - 3 and 6. We have had to face increasing
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educational/professional development requirements for para-educators
who support the classroom teachers with our students. We will have to
rethink choices of text materials to support our curricula in some areas to
meet the federal guidelines of being "research-based" as of their
descriptions in 2003-2004.
All of this is pushing us to think harder, smarter, and more about HOW we
do education and WHY. Overall, that's not a bad thing. What is difficult
is not having the federal government fully pay for all these mandates. The
impact of these mandates is affecting your tax dollars each and every year
- in subtle, but real ways. We ask that you realize this as you examine the
budget each year.
You have so much to build on and so much to be proud of from within
your school. Please continue to move forward with the positive
momentum exhibited throughout the Cornish community and by the
Cornish School Board and staff Please continue to celebrate the successes
your school and its students are experiencing already. Your Cornish
School Board, administration, and staff have worked very hard on the
long-range plans, short-term goals, and annual objectives. The course set
is still powerful, child-centered, and important. You are indeed fortunate
to have such dedicated and committed people working on behalf of your
young people.
Once again, I want to thank you for so warmly welcoming me to SAU #6.
The first year and a half has literally flown by. I look forward to working
with you for a long time to come.
Thank you.
Respectfully submitted,






Public High School Enroiiments (01/28/04):
CORNISH TUITION STUDENTS
As of January 28, 2004
CLAREMONT




Grade 10 Lee Parry
Grade 1 1 Michael Parkinson
HANOVER
Grade 10 Will Ladd
Christopher Picard
William Sharff
Grade 11 Colin Storrs
Grade 12 Audrey Rudolph
LEBANON
Grade 9 Lloyd Ringer II
Grade 1 1 Jennifer Rheaume

































































Following the School Board's strategic planning and the establishment of
long range goals, the Cornish School staff met this past summer to create a
set of Action Plans that responded to some important areas of these goals.
We chose the areas of writing instruction and interdisciplinary instruction




To coordinate writing instruction across all grades.
2. To establish grade level writing benchmarks, aligned with rubrics,
shared among teachers and demonstrated for students.
3. To develop and expand a list of K-8 assessments related to writing
and including spelling and mechanics.
4. To communicate expectations for student written work to staff,
parents and students.
5. To create a comprehensive plan for a school-wide
interdisciplinary/thematic project that will support the
communications goal and that will involve all staff members, all
students, parents and the community.
Over the last six months we have refined these objectives and the tasks
and timelines associated with them. We have made good progress over
this time. For copies of these plans, please contact my office.
Interdisciplinary Theme: We have picked the broad topic of travel as our
theme for this year's project. The staff has been brainstorming ideas that
will involve all teachers, all other staff and all children in the school. This
will be a coordinated K-8 project. Keep an eye on the school's newsletter
for more information over the next couple of months.
The Bigger Picture: As the world around our country's children
continues to be unsettled and unpredictable, one challenge that faces
parents and teachers is how best to create an environment where
awareness of events does not lead to anxiety and fear. The last several
years have challenged us more than many. The Cornish School's teaching
staff and I would like to let the community know how seriously we take
this responsibility. We thank so many parents and community members
for working closely with us as we continue to figuratively and literally
wrap our arms around the children of our town.
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As always, we extend an open invitation to parents and community
members to visit the school and to get a first hand look at its day to day
workings. We know that you will be favorably impressed.
Respectfully submitted,
Scott O. Kalter, Principal
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HOT LUNCH REPORT
For the 2002-2003 School Year
I would like to thank all who participated in our Hot Lunch Program.
Cathy and I enjoy seeing and serving the children very much.
The following is a breakdown of lunches served:
1,571 free lunches
448 reduced lunches
7,582 full priced lunches,
A total of 9,601 lunches served during he 2002/2003 school year. We also





CCPTO Annual Report 2002/03
The CCPTO stands for the Cornish Community Parent Teacher
Organization. It is named Cornish Community because our mission is to
enhance educational and social opportunities while strengthening school
and community ties.
The following list represents programs and activities with which the
CCPTO has had some kind of involvement during the 2002/03 school
year. We also list the primary type of involvement to the right of the
activity:
> The Cornish Fair - main fundraiser
> Chinaberry Books - fundraiser
> Innisbrook Wrapping Paper - fundraiser
> Kindergarten Welcome - sponsor
> Staff Appreciation Luncheon - sponsor
> Open House Receptions - sponsor
> Principal's Coffees -sponsor
> Early College Awareness for 1^^ and 8^*^ Graders and Parents -
sponsor
> School Board Community Forum - provide babysitter support
> Guest Speaker Bill Ballentyne - provide financial support
> TV Turn-Off Week - provide financial support
> Hulburt Outdoors Center - provide financial support
> Riverfest - provide financial support
> Field Trip Transportation - provide financial support
> 8^ Grade Graduation Flowers - provide financial support
> Kindergarten Outdoor Classroom - provide financial support
> School Calendar Magnets - provide financial support
> French Dance - provide financial support
> Graduation Awards - provide financial support
Goals 2003/04:
• Continue fundraising with the primary fundraiser being the Cornish
Fair.
• Continue to support the various enrichment programs listed above.
• Continue to plan for a Celebration Book Fair.





Building Maintenance Committee Report: 2004
The use of grant funding allowed the Cornish School to make important
upgrades to the heating system and phone systems this year. The New
Hampshire School Renovation, IDEA, and Technology Grants provided
over $45,000 for these purposes. The heating system has been renovated
with new controls for each unit ventilator. A master control unit now
allows us to monitor the status of all classroom heating functions and to
control them from one location.
The new phone system has provided a safe and secure level of
communications to all rooms in the school. Each staffmember now has
access to a voice mail system. This has facilitated communications
between parents and teachers. The system is also designed to provide
communications to all classrooms, as well as various school "zones", in
case of an emergency situation. We wish that the phone system did not •
seem quite so impersonal, but it is part of the tradeoff for the advantages
noted above.
This year we also made significant improvements to the end of the school
driveway that connects to Town House Road. A culvert was placed across
the road to handle an increased water load and the entrance from Town
House Road was redesigned and filled in so that we could eliminate the
problem of cars and busses bottoming out. Other projects included
building an extension of the main roof to provide protection for our new
generator, placing a coat of sealer on the blacktop to prolong the life of the
base, and the addition of shelving and lockers to help relieve soirie of the
storage problems we continue to face.
As we look towards next year, the cleaning and painting of the gym, the
renovations to our playground areas and the continuing problems wdth ice
build up on our roof areas will consume a good deal of our committee's
time and energy. The gym, certainly considered an outstanding
community space, has not had a fresh coat of paint since it was built in
1989. We are pleased with the great progress we have made over the
years with the care and upkeep of many parts of our buildings and
grounds. It is now time to give some additional attention to the gym.
Once again, we thank all the volunteers who have supported our efforts.
We thank the Cornish taxpayers who have generously provided the
resources to make our work possible.
Respectfully submitted, Committee Members:
Scott O. Kalter Mike Monette Jim Jordan
Steve Wilkie Bucky Demers
Curt Wyman Richard Thompson
Joel Brooks Jim Strout
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Annual School Nurse Report
2002 - 2003
Nursing Goals for past year :
(As relates to School District)
Status of Goals:
Replace refrigerator Done
Obtain CPR Instructor certification Done
Support School Staff goals by evaluating all Done
Adolescent Issues (AI) work for neatness,
handwriting, spelling accuracy, and grammar.
Using the principles of continuous quality Ongoing
improvement, continue evaluation of student
injuries begun last year. Assess any interventions
made using data.
Educate all staff on Bloodbome Pathogens. Done
Establish written Bloodborne Pathogens Update
program. Pending
Decrease the rate of illness and implement Ongoing
Handwashing program. Using data, determine
the efficacy of the action taken.
Continue to provide regular communications to Ongoing
teachers, paras, and parents regarding health
related issues.
Using the Quality Improvement Process, continue Ongoing
evaluation of student injuries begun last year.
Continue to upgrade School Health Program. Ongoing
Quality Improvement Program :
Goal : Use data to establish trends. Examine results for
opportunities to improve student health.
Analysis of Nurse Visits :
There were a total of 1261 nurse visits in the School Year
2002/2003. 57% of visits were related to illness and 43% related to injury.
Except for the months of August and June, illness exceeded injury as a
cause for nurse visits each month. Complaints of illness related to the
respiratory tract accounted for 43% of all nurse visits. This could be
attributed to an increase in the amount of Group A Strep throat infections
diagnosed. In general an increase in Group A Strep was seen across the
region. The average per student illness related nurse contact was less for
Cornish, 4.80, than for the State, 6.49.
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In a comparison of the average number of per student injuries NH
State, 2.17, and the average number of per student injuries in Cornish
Elementary, 2.50. Cornish continues to have a slightly higher average.
This rate is an improvement from last year. In analyzing the State data, a
question persists: how is the term injury defined? Per Katherine Rannie,
who devised the state questionnaire, there is no specific definition
provided for the term injury.
When analyzing the source for injuries, 26% were from injuries
sustained outside of normal school hours not including after school
organized sports. 20% of the reported injuries were playground-related
injuries, excluding structure-related injuries. Structure related injuries
accounted for 10% of all reported injuries. Physical Education resulted in
11% of reported injuries. 27% resulted from other injuries sustained in '
school not associated with the sources previously mentioned, e.g. paper
cut, hit by a backpack while in line; and after school sports accounted for
6% of nurse visits.
Follow-up : Continue to analyze injury data by source by type of
injury. Analyze illness data by type of illness. Determine appropriate
interventions. Implement interventions. Then evaluate for effectiveness of
interventions.
RN Goals School Year 2004-2005 : (as relates to School District)
- Teach CPR to students and staff.
- Support School Staff goals by evaluating all Adolescent Issues work
handed in, for neatness, handwriting, spelling accuracy, and grammar.
- Using the principles of continuous quality improvement, continue
program to decrease student injuries. Assess any interventions made
using data.
- Continue to improve Bloodbome Pathogen Program.
- Using illness data evaluate the efficacy of the continued emphasis on
handwashing.
- Continue to provide regular communications to teachers, paras, and
parents regarding health-related issues.
- Using the Quality Improvement Process, continue evaluation of student
injuries. Assess changes made to continue decreasing the injury rates.
- Continue to upgrade School Health Program, as necessary.
Respectfully Submitted:
Mary E. Lynch, R.N.
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
CORNISH SCHOOL DISTRICT
March 8, 2003
The annual meeting of the School District of the Town of Cornish,
N.H., was held on March 8, 2003, at the Cornish Elementary School.
Leland Atwood, Robin Monette, and Ruth Rollins were sworn in as
Supervisors of the Checklist by School District Clerk Kathryn Patterson
who also swore in Lois Fitts, Kim Patterson, and Sandra Redlands as
Ballot Inspectors.
Moderator Ray Evans opened the meeting at 10:00 a.m. After
declaring a quorum present, he opened the polls for voting on Article I by
paper ballot.
Moderator Evans called the business meeting to order at 1 :00 p.m.
with a Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag led by retiring school board
members Brent Edgerton and Sandra Gee. Reverend Dale Nicholas
followed with a brief prayer. Moderator Evans then introduced by name
the Supervisory Union personnel in attendance, the School Board
Members, School Counsel, the Supervisors of the Checklist, the District
officers, and the Ballot Clerks.
Article I: (Election of Officers)
There were 200 ballots cast.
SCHOOL BOARD - Christine Bourne was elected to a three-year term
with 146 votes. William Palmer was elected to a three-year term
with 128 votes. Doug McGrath received 75 votes.
MODERATOR - Ray Evans was elected to a one year term with 1 82
votes.
TREASURER - Laura A. White was elected as a write-in candidate to a
one year term with 78 votes.
SCHOOL DISTRICT CLERK - Kathryn Patterson was elected to a
one year term with 190 votes.
Article 11: (Hearing of Reports)
Ruth Rollins moved that the District accept the reports of agents,
committees, or officers chosen as reported and changed in the 236^^
Annual Report. The motion was passed by a voice vote after a second by
Willis Reed.
Kathi Patterson explained that the District's recently completed
three-year tech plan included a community involvement goal. Therefore,
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the tech committee had developed a survey to determine what, if any,
interest there may be in community use of the school's technology; and, if
such interest exists, to explore ways to providing access. Copies of the
survey were available at a table in the back of the gym.
Peter Burling gave a brief oral report on the school budget funding
struggle in Concord. There are two plans that passed out of the House
Ways and Means Committee last week. One would cost Cornish $90,000
a year in state aid; the other, a "donor town" proposal would much more
aggressively target the amounts ofmoney given by these towns with the
effect of eliminating the statewide property tax.
Principal Scott Kalter clarified statements made in the Annual
School Nurse Report. He explained that the nurse and the school guidance
counselor team teach a course on adolescent issues to the middle school
.
students. They evaluate student work handed in for this class for neatness,
handwriting, spelling accuracy, and granmiar. Also, he explained that the
wording "a required volunteerism program" referred to the possibility of
implementing a required community service program.
Article III: (Main Budget)
Terrie Scott moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,861,1 10 for the support of schools, for the salaries of District
officials, agents, and employees, for payment of statutory obligations, and
to authorize the applications against said appropriation of such sums as are
estimated to be received from the State ofNew Hampshire, together with
other income, the School Board to certify to the Selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriations, which balance is to
be raised by taxes by the Town. The above amount includes $2,745,017
for the general fund, $49,593 for the school lunch fund, and $66,500 for
the federal projects fund. Richard Thompson seconded the motion.
She explained that the budget amount requested for the elementary
school includes two $15,000 stipends for the two teachers who will be
retiring at the end of the school year. It does not include the amount in the
collective bargaining agreement in Article IV and represents a 5.66%
increase. However, if elementary school special education costs were
added, and, if the retirement stipend were removed, the budget increase for
the elementary school would be 1 .6%. The overall decrease in the total
budget is due to fewer tuition students even though tuition rates have
increased.
The motion was passed by a show of hands.
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Article IV: (Collective Bargaining)
The motion was made by Terrie Scott, seconded by Curt Wyman,
that the District vote to approve the cost item included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Cornish School Board and the





and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,040 for the 2003-04
fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the
increase in salaries and benefits. It was voted by paper ballot, by checklist
and was passed by the following vote: 83 YES, 49 NO.
Article V: (NH School Boards Association Article)
Terrie Scott made the motion that whereas New Hampshire school
districts are finding it difficult to appropriate sufficient local dollars to
provide their students a quality education; and Whereas newly enacted and
existing federal education mandates have placed a significant financial
burden on local school district budgets:
Be It Therefore Resolved: That the voters of the Cornish School
District oppose unfunded and underfunded federal education mandates;
and That the voters of the Cornish School District urge the New
Hampshire Congressional Delegation to support immediate mandatory full
funding of the educational mandates contained in the No Child Left
Behind Act, and the historically underfiinded mandates contained in the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)/Special Education
law. The motion was seconded by Don Snowden and was passed by a
unanimous voice vote.
Article VI: (Other Business)
Curt Wyman, on behalf of the District and the Building
Maintenance Committee, thanked Jim Jordan, Frank Parks, and Nate Cass
for all their help with the installation of the 80 kw generator. They were
given a round of applause.
Jim Strout asked if the school board had looked at the ski/mini
course program that was discussed at last March's school district meeting.
(The petitioned article had asked District voters to instruct the school
board to either eliminate the "Ski program/mini courses" or have them
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take place on other than taxpayer funded school days. Although it had
been defeated, the board had promised to look at the program.) Terrie
Scott replied that this was included as part of the board's long-range
planning. Also, the topic would be on the agenda for the board's May
meeting.
Ruth Rollins thanked Brent Edgerton and Sandra Gee, retiring
school board members, for their work and dedication to the District and
the children. They were given a round of applause.
There being no further unfinished business, the meeting was
adjourned by a voice vote at 3:10 p.m. after a motion to adjourn by






for the fiscal year July 1, 2002 to June 30, 2003
Cash on hand July 1, 2002 ($14,067.91)
Received from Selectmen (tax monies) $2,035,565.00
Received from other sources $8 1 5,494.78
TOTAL RECEIPTS: $2,851,059.78
Less School Board orders paid: $2,896,850.46
Cash on hand June 30, 2003 ($59,858.59)
Cornish School Building Fund
June 30, 2003 Fund Balance
Fund Balance as of June 30, 2002 $37,904.18
Pledges Received 0.00
Withdrawals 1,153.00
Income Earned - interest 433.86
TOTAL June 30, 2003 $37,185.04
Science Room Renovation Fund
June 30, 2003 Fund Balance
Fund Balance as of June 30, 2002 $3,331.10
Pledges Received 0.00
Income Earned - interest 38.11
Withdrawal 0.00





Cornish School French Fund
June 30, 2003 Fund Balance
French Fund Acct. 005 - General Fund
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To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Cornish in the
County of SuUivan in said State, quahfied to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to attend the Annual District Meeting at the
Cornish Elementary School Gymnasium on Saturday, March 6, 2004 at
10:00 a. m. to act upon the articles set forth in this warrant.
Article 1 of the Warrant will be voted upon by official ballot from the
checklist and the polls will remain open for this purpose from 10:00 a. m.
in the forenoon until 7:00 p. m. in the evening.
The business session of the School District meeting will commence at
1:00 p. m. in the afternoon at which time the remaining articles will be
acted upon.
Article I (Election of District Officials)
To elect a Moderator, Clerk and Treasurer for one-year terms and
to elect one School Board member for a three year term.
Article II (Hearing of Reports)
To hear reports of Agents, Committees or Officers chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.
Article III (Main Budget)
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum ofTWO MILLION NINE HUNDRED NINE THOUSAND SEVEN
DOLLARS ($2,909,007) for the support of schools, for the salaries of
District officials, agents, and employees, for payment of statutory
obligations, and to authorize the applications against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the State ofNew
Hampshire, together with other income, the School Board to certify to the
selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue and the
appropriations, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the Town. The
above amount includes $2,802,207 for the general fund, $40,300 for the
school lunch fund, and $66,500 for the federal projects fund.
(The School Board Recommends This Article.)
Article IV (Play Structures)
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($50,000) for the purpose of
purchasing several age appropriate play structures for the Cornish
Elementary School and authorize the withdrawal of TWENTY-FIVE
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($25,000) from the Cornish School Building
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Fund. The balance ofTWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($25,000) is to come from general taxation.
(The School Board Recommends This Article.)
Article V (Heating System Controls)
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY-NINE
DOLLARS ($8,379) for the purpose of purchasing a heating control
system and upgrading the gym heating system and authorize the
withdrawal of EIGHT THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY-
NINE DOLLARS ($8,379) from the Cornish School Heating and
Ventilating Capital Reserve Fund.
(The School Board Recommends This Article.)
Article VI (After Kindergarten Care)
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum ofTWENTY-ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($21,000) for the
purpose of salaries and payroll taxes for employees to provide After
Kindergarten Care for kindergarten students at the Cornish Elementary
School, such care to be given during the period of time between the end of
the morning kindergarten and the beginning of the present After School
Program. After Kindergarten Care will be a parent paid, fee based
program and as such will have no impact upon the school portion of the
property tax rate.
(The School Board Recommends This Article.)
Article VII (District Officer Compensation)
To determine and fix the salaries of school district officers as
follows: school board members at $200 per member per year; school
district treasurer at $200 per year; school district moderator at $ 1 5 per
year; and school district clerk at $30 per year.
(The School Board Recommends This Article.)
Article VIII (Other Business)
To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL AT SAID Cornish this \f^
day of February 2004.
Terrie Scott, Chair Christine Bourne
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street » Concord » New Hampshire « 03301-5063 « 603-225-6996 « F.^X-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
Comish School District
Cornish, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Cornish School District as of and
for the year ended June 30, 2003 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements
are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general purpose financial statements are firee of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account group
which should be included in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Comish School
District has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the
general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the preceding
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Comish School District as of June 30, 2003, and the results of its operations and the cash
flows of its nonexpendable trust fimds for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of the
Comish School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed as
schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of
the general purpose financial statements of the Comish School District. Such information has been subjected to
the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is
fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
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Dredge and Fill Permits
Genealogy Information
675-5207 Mondays 9-Noon, 4-7 p.m.
Thursdays 9-Noon, 4-7 p.m.
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See Town Clerk Hours
LIBRARY
Emily Cromwell, Librarian
543-3644 Monday & Friday 4-6 p.m.
Wednesday 4-8 p.m.
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POLICE (Dispatch for Cornish) 543-0535
GENERAL ASSISTANCE Cormie Kousman 542-7107
